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Abstract 
The Baltic Sea has for a long time had a problem with eutrophication. Historical phosphorus 
emissions from land, but nowadays the greatest source of eutrophication is the internal leakage 
of phosphorus from the bottom sediment. Both the European Union and Sweden has identified 
this problem and stated that the Baltic Sea should be saved, but only counteractive measures 
have been taken. Upstream work to limit the phosphorus emissions into the Baltic Sea will not 
solve the problem with eutrophication. The aim of this study has been to develop a business 
model that contributes to a reduction of the internal leakage of phosphorus in the Baltic Sea 
and at the same time makes it possible to make use of the resources that reside in the bottom 
sediment. The study has a deductive approach which consists of a literature review and semi-
structured interviews with stakeholders to the resources of the bottom sediment. The literature 
review creates a framework for the business model and the results from the interviews are used 
to define how the business model should meet the requirements of the stakeholders.  

The result indicates that there is an interest in circulated materials from the Baltic Sea, but there 
are challenges within price and politics that need to be faced. Circulated materials are often 
more expensive to produce than new materials due to the fact that the established methods have 
existed for a long time and have become cost-effective to stay competitive. Laws and 
regulations are not adjusted for a circular philosophy, which needs to be revised for the market 
to target circular solutions. The developed business model has a basis in the concept of the 
circular economy and focuses on utilising all the substances in the sediment as resources to 
meet the requirements of the market. 

Keywords: Circular Economy, Business Model, Stakeholder Analysis, Baltic Sea, Explorative 
Case Study  
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Sammanfattning 

Östersjön har länge haft problem med övergödning. Historiskt sett har det släppts ut mycket 
näringsämnen från land men idag är den största källan till övergödning ett internläckage av 
fosfor från bottensedimentet. Både EU och Sverige har identifierat problemet med övergödning 
och fastställt att Östersjön bör räddas, men endast förebyggande åtgärder har vidtagits. Att bara 
arbeta uppströms kommer inte att lösa problemet. Uppsatsens syfte har varit att ta fram en 
affärsmodell som bidrar till minskning av internläckaget av fosfor i Östersjön och samtidigt 
gör det möjligt att nyttja de resurser som finns i bottensedimentet. Studien har en deduktiv 
ansats som består av en litteraturstudie och semistrukturerade intervjuer med intressenter till 
de resurser som finns i bottensedimentet. Litteraturstudien skapar ett ramverk för 
affärsmodellen och resultatet från intervjuerna används för att definiera hur affärsmodellen bör 
möta intressenternas behov.  

Resultatet visar att det finns intresse för cirkulerade råvaror från Östersjön, men att det finns 
utmaningar inom pris och politik som måste bemötas. Cirkulerade material är ofta dyrare att 
producera än nya material då de etablerade processerna har funnits länge och blivit 
kostnadseffektiva för att vara fortsatt konkurrenskraftiga. Lagar och regleringar är inte 
anpassade efter en cirkulär filosofi vilket behöver revideras för att marknaden ska inriktas på 
cirkulära lösningar. Den resulterande affärsmodellen har en utgångspunkt i cirkulär ekonomi 
och fokuserar på att nyttja samtliga ämnen i sedimentet som resurser för att möta marknadens 
behov. 

Nyckelord: Cirkulär Ekonomi, Affärsmodell, Intressentanalys, Östersjön, Explorativ 
Fallstudie 
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Glossary 

Hypoxia – A condition of low oxygen 

Anoxia – Total depletion of oxygen 

Eutrophication – Occurs when a body of water becomes overly enriched with nutrients and 

causes excessive growth of algae  
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1 Introduction 

This chapter introduces the purpose of this study by presenting the background and problem 

formulation. To guide the thesis one main and three sub-research questions are formulated at 

the end of the problem formulation. Lastly, the delimitations and the disposition of this thesis 

are presented. 

1.1 Background 

The European Union (EU) revealed in 2008 that the strain on its seas is often too big and has 

decided that those seas should be kept clean. Furthermore, the EU states that the marine 

environment is a valuable heritage that needs to be protected and, if possible, restored in order 

to preserve the biodiversity and create oceans that are clean, fresh and productive (2008/56/EC 

2008). This directive was integrated into Swedish legislation in 2010 (Vattenmyndigheten 

2014). The Baltic Sea has been named as one of these seas that has endured to much strain 

during the years (2008/56/EC 2008) and thus in accordance with Swedish law, it must be 

preserved and restored. In a report from the Swedish Agency for Marine and Water 

Management, which assessed the quality of the water in the Baltic Sea, it was concluded that 

the current state of the Baltic Sea is not compatible with what characterizes a good 

environmental status (Ivarsson and Pettersson 2012). 

The notion of cleaning the Baltic Sea is not new. During the last 30 years, a lot of upstream 

work that has shown good results has been done (Viklund 2017). However, the upstream work 

will not be enough to clean the Baltic Sea. The internal source of phosphorus in the bottom 

sediment is leaking from the bottom into the water mass and thus increases the eutrophication. 

This can be explained by the increased deposition of organic material and its degradation in 

the bottom sediment (Stigebrandt et al. 2014). This internal source of phosphorus was three 

times larger than the external sources of phosphorus in 2005. The state of the Baltic Sea will 

not improve even if all nutrient loading stopped (Gustafsson et al. 2012). Essentially, this 

means that further actions are needed to clean the Baltic Sea. 

Various technical perspectives have been proposed to tackle the eutrophication in the Baltic 

Sea. Two of the existing methodologies are precipitation and absorption by bonding at the 

surface, which binds phosphorus to a chemical and then sinks to the bottom (Blomqvist and 
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Rydin 2009). However, they are not in line with the United Nations sustainability goals 

declared in Agenda 2030 since they add more material to the sea and leaves the possible 

resources there (A/RES/70/1 2015). Another method to clean the Baltic is to remove bottom 

sediment where a lot of phosphorus reside (Blomqvist and Rydin 2009). This can be done with 

a suction process that removes sediment from the bottom.  

There is another reason for removing the phosphorus from the Baltic Sea. Phosphorus is a 

nutrient that exists in limited supply and it will become a shortage of phosphorus within 100 

years (van Ginneken, de Vries and Wijgerde 2016). Therefore, it is important to reuse the 

phosphorus in the Baltic Sea instead of leaving it there. The notion of reuse and circular 

material flows is supported by Agenda 2030 (A/RES/70/1 2015) to create a sustainable society. 

Circular material flows can be found as a suggestion within the concept of circular economy 

as a way to reduce the virgin sources of material and thus saving the earth’s resources 

(Korhonen et al. 2018). The concept of circular economy can be an inspiration to and 

motivation to use sediment as a resource and put the phosphorus in a circle where it can be 

retrieved and reused again. This would both tackle the issue of the shortage of phosphorus and 

be a potential solution to the eutrophication of the Baltic Sea. Circular economy can be 

described as a zero-waste economy with closed material loops (Lewandowski 2016). Although 

this is a popular notion, it is unclear if a circular economy is similar to regular sustainability 

(Geissdoerfer et al. 2017). Although zero waste and closed material loops are a good start of 

describing circular economy, it can also be defined as a regenerative system where material, 

waste, emissions, energy leakage is minimized by closing the material and energy lops 

according to Geissdoerfer et al. (2017).  

Even though it has been concluded that the Baltic Sea must be cleaned and there are techniques 

that can do it, the question remains, who will pay? There are quite many countries that have a 

coastal line to the Baltic Sea, and some are affecting and using the Baltic Sea more than others. 

The value of a clean Baltic Sea will be close to impossible to calculate for all the stakeholders 

around it. How and what people are willing to pay to access a healthy marine environment is 

an important question. Both the amount of monetary value required to clean it up, the changes 

in personal habits followed by the restrictions that will be set upon industries to adapt. People 

are not willing to pay for something that they already are receiving. They are already 

experiencing the environment rational behaviour thereby limits their willingness to pay for 

something that is also available to all (Isaac, McCue and Plott 1982). Blomkvist and Larsson 
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(2013) argue about the difficulties when you have something that is viewed as a common utility 

by everyone in the usable area. Since every country around the Baltic Sea can utilize it change 

will not happen until a joint initiative is created. To limit each country´s and each 

municipality´s influence on what is being distributed into the water and what is being taken 

care of is a start (Blomkvist and Larsson 2013) but it will not save the Baltic Sea. 

If there can be a market for using the materials in the bottom sediment, mainly phosphorus but 

other materials can be interesting as well, a company can profit from removing the sediment. 

A bi-effect of such business would be a cleaner Baltic Sea and this would go around the issues 

of who should pay for the clean Baltic Sea. However, to be profitable in the area a company 

needs to be competitive with already existing companies with established linear business 

models. Since they have established the linear material flow it will be cost-effective and thereby 

push down the prices. The cost of removing the bottom sediment and retrieve the phosphorus 

will be more expensive than other offerings on the market (Techmarket, 2019). To solve this 

dilemma, a business model that uses all the recourses from the bottom sediment is needed. 

Even though a business model does not need to be articulated (Teece 2010) it should be very 

well defined in this case since any potential business model will be quite complex. A business 

model can be defined as an understanding of how business is done and how value is created 

(Witjes and Lozano 2016) ; (De Reuver, Bouwman and Maclnnes 2009). To be able to use the 

different recourses in the sediment different types of actors on different markets need to be 

integrated into the business model. These actors can be seen as stakeholders in the business 

model. Another type of stakeholder in such a business model is the society since they will be 

affected indirectly. The relationships between emerging actors and established can either have 

cooperative capabilities, competitive or even competitive (Bengtsson and Kock 2000). Even 

though a business model does not need to be articulated (Teece 2010) it should be very well 

defined in this case since any potential business model will be quite complex. A business model 

can be defined as an understanding of how business is done and how value is created (De 

Reuver et al. 2009, Witjes and Lozano 2016). To be able to use the different recourses in the 

sediment different types of actors on different markets need to be integrated into the business 

model. These actors can be seen as stakeholders in the business model. Another type of 

stakeholder in such a business model is the society since they will be affected indirectly. 
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1.2 Problem Formulation and Research Question 

For a reliable and sustainable future, the economic resource that the Baltic Sea is must be 

safeguarded. Severe problems can arise if preservative measures are not taken. The long-term 

effect can even impact people living far from the coastal areas. The climate disaster in the Aral 

Sea presents a dystopic picture of what can happen if no measures are taken. The Aral Sea was 

once one of the greatest freshwater lakes in the world, but today is just a shadow of its former 

self. It is essential to take action and mitigate a change before the Baltic Sea reaches such stage 

(Micklin 2010). 

There have been many joint operations and acts that have worked towards guarding the marine 

environment in the Baltic Sea. The growing political distance between the EU and Russia has 

created a problematic political landscape for joint initiatives between the most active of the 

Baltic nations. For policymakers to see past their current problems and work towards a common 

goal might seem impossible (Dragneva and Wolczuk 2015). Due to this uncertain political 

landscape, a business model that can work on the open markets where money and lower cost 

are the main drivers instead of geopolitical differences are better fit solve the problem in the 

Baltic Sea. 

Cleaning the Baltic Sea is not an easy endeavour since it will be hard to get every country 

around it to take action. In every country, there are many stakeholders that are affected, and 

there is no clarity regarding responsibility. It is unlikely that one or a few countries will pay to 

clean the Baltic Sea. Since both the United Nations and the European Union have declared that 

the marine environment should be protected and restored, something must be done. Instead of 

letting governments decide on a plan on how to take care of the issue, a business model where 

the sediment is removed and used as a resource is suggested. This is in accordance with Agenda 

2030 (A/RES/70/1 2015) that promotes reuse and material circularities. By removing the 

sediment, the main source of eutrophication will disappear, and the water quality will become 

better. This will create more value to the society than re-binding the phosphorus to the bottom 

again. To do this several areas need to be explored. 
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• One or multiple business models must be created to reach the relevant markets. 

• An extensive stakeholder analysis must be performed to explore all viable markets and 

potential customers. 

• The uses of the materials within the sediment must be researched. 

This thesis focuses on the notion of business models relating to environmental dynamics. As 

discussed by De Reuver et al. (2009), technology and markets are the most significant drivers 

for business model dynamics, while regulations play a smaller role. The thesis will also follow 

the assumption that a business model is a blueprint for how value is created (De Reuver et al. 

2009, Witjes and Lozano 2016). In this case, the business model will consist of services and 

products since different stakeholders have different needs and interests. Saebi (2014) suggests 

that environmental change must be accounted for in a company’s business model for the 

company to perform well over time. Regarding the Baltic Sea, environmental change will mean 

the degree of overfertilization of the Baltic Sea and its development. This will affect the 

business model. Therefore, long-term thinking is needed. Regardless if circular economy is too 

similar to regular sustainability, it can help to create a business model that has a circular 

mindset and does not create any waste. The business model will strive to find uses for all the 

materials that can be found in the sediment. 

This thesis is guided by the following main research question: 

How can a sustainable business model for improving the water quality in the Baltic Sea be 

designed? 

The business model aspect of improving water quality encompasses several aspects, including 

a stakeholder analysis to identify key stakeholders, researching the uses of the materials in the 

sediment, and researching the value generation. To operationalize the main research question, 

the thesis attempts to answer the following sub-research questions: 

• Firstly, who are the main stakeholders in the Baltic Sea and what are the resources 
they are interested in? 

• Secondly, what can the sediment and the resources in it be used for? 
• Finally, what kind of value may the business model encompass?  
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1.3 Delimitations 

What the project will include: 

• Asses the uses of bottom sediment and the substances in it. 

• Identify and classify stakeholders for the substances. 

• Conduct a literature study of the general areas related to the project. 

• Create at least one business model based on a circular economy and adapted to multiple 

stakeholders in different business areas. 

What the project will exclude: 

• Since the subject is broad and complex, a lot of different approaches and theories are 

possible to include. Limitations have been set to business models and circular economy. 

• Even though the Baltic Sea is a common pool resource and all the countries around it 

would benefit from a cleaner Baltic Sea, this thesis will not include this view. The aim 

of the thesis is to create a business model for cleaning the Baltic Sea. It’s not relevant 

which country emits most or benefits most. 

• Only Swedish stakeholders or actors on a Swedish market will be analysed, this is based 

on the timeframe available. 

• The business model will be in a conceptual stage and it will not consider costs or profits 

of doing business.  

• This project will not look at the technical solutions that need to be in place. It will 

assume that it is working properly. 

• The project will only focus on areas affected by the Baltic Sea region. 

• Even though other substances, such as toxins and heavy metals, affect the water quality 

in the Baltic Sea. This thesis will not consider those. 

• The thesis will not investigate how the process might affect the marine environment 

negatively. The process is considered as non-invasive and will have little impact on the 

environment.  
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1.4 Disposition of the Thesis 

In Table 1 the disposition of the thesis is summarised. The introduction chapter presents the 

Background, Problem Formulation and Research Question, and the Delimitations. This is 

followed by Chapter 2 Research Context where the context for the thesis is described. This 

chapter includes Eutrophication and Hypoxia, Internal Leakage, Solutions, a description of the  

Case Company, and Uses of sediment. In Chapter 3, the theory used in the thesis is presented. 

These are Circular Economy, Business Models, and Business Networks. Followed by Chapter  

4 Methodology, which describes the following areas:  

Approach, Stakeholder Analysis, Semi-Structured Interviews, and Data Analysis. In Chapter 

5 the Interview Findings and the resulting Business Models are described as well as Aspects 

from Triple Layered Business Model Canvas and A Potential Business Model. In Chapter 6 

Discussion, Aspects from Circular Economy, The Triple Layered Business Model Canvas 

(which was used to verify the business models), Sustainability, and Limitations and Challenges 

are discussed. The thesis is concluded by a conclusion in Chapter 7 which presents the main 

takeaways, addresses the research question, and discusses the limitations of the research and 

suggests future research.  

 

Table 1 Disposition of the thesis 
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Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented the problem with internal leakage of phosphorus, which causes 

eutrophication in the Baltic Sea. Political decisions to clean the Baltic Sea are presented and 

the problems of creating a joint political action to do this. A business model based on circular 

economy is suggested to be a better way to take action and solve the issue.  
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2 Research Context 

This chapter presents the background of the problem in the Baltic Sea and the cause of this 

problem. Solutions to tackle this problem are discussed and all but one, removal of the bottom 

sediment, are cancelled out. The case company Techmarket and its role are also introduced. 

Finally, the uses of the bottom sediment are presented. 

2.1 Eutrophication and Hypoxia 

The degree of eutrophication varies between the different parts of the Baltic Sea. Only the 

Actual Baltic Sea has identified problems with eutrophication. In other parts of the sea, there 

are indications of problems (Ivarsson and Pettersson 2012). The most eutrophicated areas can 

directly be connected to the areas in grey and black in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1 Map of the Baltic Sea and anoxic bottoms (SMHI 2017) 

The Baltic Sea has been a problematic area for all its neighbouring countries for a long time. 

Studies about its biological environment have revealed that the state of the Baltic years has 

grown worse. It was noted from a study by Conley et al. (2009), that larger areas of the Baltic 

seabed are suffering from hypoxia. Hypoxia occurs when the oxygen levels in the marine 

environment are so low that the spread of fauna has been changed. The amount of oxygen in 

the water is important for the degradation of both phosphorus and nitrogen. With inflows of 

both these nutrients into the water, less of the original fauna can survive and the nutrient takes 

even longer to be broken down below the surface (Conley et al. 2009). 
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From an environmental perspective, there have been a lot of concerns about the current state 

of the Baltic Sea. Even though the Baltic Sea has had several periods of lower oxygen 

concentrations, it has never been so severe as now. From the beginning of the 20th century, low 

oxygen levels have existed locally. However, today the hypoxia is spreading over wider areas 

that are starting to converge together. Since the Baltic Sea consist of brackish water with only 

a small connection to the Atlantic sea, the circulation of its water levels is different. The 

topwater has a lower salinity and exchanges downwards at a slower rate compared to other 

seas. This makes the climatic effect much more noticeable in the Baltic Sea. In the long run 

industries around the Baltic Sea have taken damage due to eutrophication. The biggest impact 

has been in the fishing industry, but also tourism has been hurt. Even if a better understanding 

of the background and the cause of the problem exist today, there still exist gaps in the 

knowledge needed for the implementation of a possible solution (Conley et al. 2009). 

One of the main visible issues the eutrophication is causing is algae bloom. Algae blooms are 

occurring more frequently and are causing serious problems for the inhabitants. When the 

nutrients are increasing the algae increases as well and creating a hostile environment for the 

fishes, and thus disrupts the ecosystem (Bonsdorff et al. 1997). The accumulated nutrients in 

the Baltic Sea is still a big problem even though the emissions of nutrients have been decreased 

for the last 30 years (Ivarsson and Pettersson 2012). Today, the biggest source of eutrophication 

comes from an internal leakage of phosphorus from the bottom sediment (Stigebrandt et al. 

2014). This has caused a long-term problem; the state of the Baltic Sea will not improve 

regardless if nutrient loading from land stops. 
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2.2 Internal Leakage 

The biggest source of phosphorus in the Baltic Sea is the bottom sediment. The phosphorus 

leaks up to the water when the chemistry in the sediment is changed due to hypoxia. In Figure 

2, the cycle of phosphorus is illustrated. The phosphorus from land settles down in the bottom 

sediment together with the excess phosphorus that already exists in the water. When hypoxia 

occurs, the phosphorus in the bottom sediment is released and it becomes a part of the 

phosphorus cycle. Due to the nutrient loading; the amount of phosphorus included in the cycle 

is larger than a healthy sea should have and thus it causes eutrophication. 

 

Figure 2 Cycle of phosphorus, free from (van Ginneken et al. 2016) 

In 2005, the internal source of phosphorus was three times larger than the external input 

(Stigebrandt et al. 2014). During the last century, the increases in both nitrogen and phosphorus 

have risen by at least a factor of two in the Baltic Sea. From the 80s the emergence of algae 

blooms has also seen a sharp rise; these problems were previously limited by the amount of 

nutrient in the water. During this period, the algae did not consume all the available nutrients 

for the first time in the history of the Baltic Sea. This excess of nutrients has since then been 

continuously observed (Conley et al. 2009). 

This means that reducing the nutrient loading from land will not be enough to solve the problem 

in the Baltic Sea. Blomqvist and Rydin (2009) confirm this by reporting that the external input 

of phosphorus only consists of a couple of percent of the total phosphorus content of the Baltic 

Sea. They also explain; that the phosphorus in the Baltic Sea will disappear very slowly if 

nothing is done even if the external source would completely disappear. 
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2.3 Solutions 

There are decrees from both the EU and Sweden that the Baltic Sea must be preserved and 

restored (2008/56/EC 2008, Vattenmyndigheten 2014). To achieve this quality, goals for the 

marine environment has been formulated (Ivarsson and Pettersson 2012). Among them, it is 

stated that no eutrophication should exist. The goals also mention that there should be a rich 

plant- and animal life and the ocean should be in balance with a living coast and archipelago. 

The existing eutrophication in the Baltic Sea and the continues nutrient loading from both the 

bottom, but also from land in a smaller extent, prevent these goals to be reached. Several reports 

have concluded that the problem in the Baltic Sea will not solve itself (Blomqvist and Rydin 

2009, Conley et al. 2009, Stigebrandt et al. 2014). Therefore, actions must be taken to clean 

the sea and meet to goals for a marine environment. 

There are different ways of handling the problems with the Baltic Sea. One of the most common 

methods is reducing the leakage from the land. For example, this can be done by improving 

sewage treatment plants and reduce the leakage from agriculture. But these kinds of measures 

take a long time to give effect (Viklund 2017), and as stated before, the internal leakage is still 

the biggest issue even if there is no nutrient loading. There will always be a natural leakage 

from the agriculture industry as long a fertilizer is used. Since food production will be halved 

if no fertilizer is used, it is not a viable option to stop using it. A more direct measure to improve 

the water quality is to chemically bind phosphorus to the bottom sediment again (Karlsson et 

al. 2012). By oxygenating anoxic bottoms, phosphorus can be chemically bound into the 

sediment. Viklund (2017) states that there is not enough knowledge about phosphorus in 

sediment for these methods to be a complement to the land-based measures. One other thing to 

consider is that both these complementary methods only re-binds the phosphorus to the 

sediment again. The symptom is corrected but the problem is still there. Another aspect of 

binding the phosphorus to the sediment with chemicals or with oxygenated water is the fact 

that the London convention forbids dumping on international waters (SÖ2000:48 1996). Since 

both methods add a foreign material to the sea or the bottom, this cannot be done on 

international waters in the Baltic Sea. Therefore, the only viable direct measure for improving 

the water quality is to remove the phosphorus that resides in the sediment. This is easiest done 

by removing the bottom sediment. This is also one of the suggested methods by Blomqvist and 

Rydin (2009) in a report from the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency which researched 

different ways of stopping re-occurring algae blooms. 
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When the sediment is removed from the sea bottom it needs to be taken care of. Since the 

removal process is suction based, water must be separated from the sediment. This can be done 

by centrifuging (Techmarket 2015). The Swedish government has signed the United Nations 

decree, Agenda 2030; which declares that there should not be any waste and circular economy 

should be implemented (A/RES/70/1 2015). Therefore, sediment should be seen as a resource. 

Phosphorus is a substance used in fertilizer and therefore it should either be recovered from the 

sediment or the sediment can directly be used as a fertilizer for forests or fields. The organic 

material in the sediment has shown to be a good recourse in biogas production (Techmarket 

2015). In a test on bottom sediment from the Baltic Sea, different minerals were detected, 

among them were quarts and albite which is suggested to work as filler in concrete (Hållenius 

2018). 

Even though the main source of phosphorus in the Baltic Sea now days is the internal leakage, 

nutrient loading still occurs and will occur in the future. The three biggest sources of 

phosphorus from land in 2009 were agriculture (39 %), industry (25 %), and municipal sewage 

treatment plants (16 %). Individual household sewage comes on a close fourth place and stood 

for 14 % of the supply (Ivarsson and Pettersson 2012). Industry and sewage plants can reduce 

their input of phosphorus but there will always be a natural leakage of phosphorus from the 

agriculture sector. Therefore, there will be a circularity of the phosphorus if it is removed from 

the bottom since that phosphorus can be used as a fertilizer and thereby return to the sea in a 

natural way where it can be removed once again. 

2.4 Case Company 

This thesis focuses to create a business model based on circular economy for a dredging 

technology developed by Techmarket. With this technology, sediment can be removed from 

the bottom in a cost-efficient and non-invasive way. Techmarket is a Swedish based company 

that focuses on the usage of new technology to provide more economical solutions that meet 

the requirements of sustainability. They collaborate with The Royal Institute of Technology in 

several projects. Their focus is to provide a holistic view of both consumers and producers and 

help them meet each other. Even while they are based in Sweden many of their projects are on 

the international field since innovation in these fields often requires collaborations and a unified 

front. They work with both companies and municipalities to help them understand new 

technology (Techmarket 2018). 
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When Sweden decided to legislated that lakes and seas must be protected and restored 

(Vattenmyndigheten 2014), Techmarket developed a dredging technology that can restore 

lakes and seas without disturbing the fauna living in the water. By taking the leader roll in this 

matter, Techmarket has decided to show a way to clean the Baltic Sea without getting caught 

in any political agendas or to a great expense for the society. To use this dredging technology 

on a larger scale, a suitable business model is needed to support the technology. Techmarkets’ 

role in this thesis is to provide background information and the basic concept of how the Baltic 

Sea can be cleaned. 

2.5 Uses of sediment 

The sediment on the ocean floor contains two main components; organic material and silt. The 

organic material is generated when flora and fauna die. This is embedded in several different 

layers of the sediment but the major part of it is gathered in the top sediment. This creates a 

way of extracting sediment that has a high level of organic material. The silt in the sediment 

consists of very fine mineral particles. 

2.5.1 Organic Material 

The organic material can be used in anaerobic digestion to create biogas (Techmarket 2015). 

The gas can then be used by energy companies for electricity production. Compared to natural 

gas this energy is renewable and creates the possibility to extract a sustainable energy resource. 

With a renewable resource, this could follow the large change from fossil fuel to renewables. 

From the usage of fertilizers and less restricted regulations about phosphorus emissions from 

sewage treatment plants during the last century, the organic material contains a large supply of 

phosphorus. Since airplanes and ferries emit nitrogen that in time sinks to the bottom or 

becomes a part of a nitrogen cycle that leads the nitrogen to the bottom. Thus, the organic 

material also contains nitrogen. This organic material can be either directly used as a fertilizer 

or the phosphorus can be retrieved from the organic material (Techmarket 2015). 
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2.5.2 Silt 

It exists a substantial part of fine mineral particles in the bottom sediment (Techmarket 2015). 

These particles could potentially be used as an additive material in the production of concrete 

(Hållenius 2018). This material also contains special properties that are not naturally found 

anywhere on land, due to the polishing by the ocean makes the particles are very round. Due 

to this, these particles can have a strengthening effect on the concrete (Techmarket 2015). 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter explains the problem of eutrophication in the Baltic Sea and the main source of 

it, internal leakage of phosphorus. It is deduced that the problem will not solve itself and the 

only viable method of solving the problem with eutrophication is to remove the bottom sediment 

and thus, the main source of phosphorus. This chapter gives a brief introduction of the case 

company Techmarket who has developed a suction-based dredging technology that can remove 

the sediment. Lastly, three different uses of the bottom sediment are presented; biogas 

production, fertilizer, and concrete filler. 
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3 Theoretical framework 

To create a business model based on circular economy a literature review was conducted. The 

main source of data comes from journal articles. This chapter presents the results if this 

literature review. While the aim of studying circular economy was to create an understanding 

of the subject, the goal of researching business model was to create a framework for creating 

a business model from scratch. Lastly, business networks are briefly overviewed to create an 

understanding of how different stakeholders can be included in a network. 

3.1 Circular Economy 

With the globalization and environmentalist turnings in business, a change can be mapped in 

the different circular solutions that companies might offer. One of them is working as a 

subsidiary of larger companies and try to create a better image for the company with a 

counteractive measure towards the company's environmental impact. The other is to create a 

business model where you can find something that can generate both direct profits while at the 

same time working in a long-term perspective. This opportunity will come from handling 

materials that are currently being released into the environment by existing companies. They 

can handle this non-natural appearance of materials and later selling them back to companies 

that require them for their business (Bocken et al. 2016). Regardless of the reason for 

implementing circular economy in the business model, circular economy is a mechanism to 

include sustainable production and consumption in the business model (Korhonen et al. 2018). 

When utilizing natural resources, it is good to think outside of a company's requirements and 

needs. With an approach to the whole supply chain or the broader market, it is possible to find 

untapped potential outside of the normal scope of companies (Bocken et al. 2016). 
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Figure 3 Circular economy loops (Korhonen et al. 2018) 

In a circular economy there are different circularities where the inner circles demand fewer 

resources and less energy and are therefore more economical, see Figure 3 (Korhonen et al. 

2018). In the case of the Baltic Sea and phosphorus, the outer circle is the only possible one 

since all the sources of the phosphorus in the sea originally comes from leakage from the land. 

According to Witjes and Lozano (2016), the aim of circular economy is to transform waste into 

recourses and create a bridge between production and consumption activities. As presented in 

Figure 4, the linear flow of raw materials creates waste. Ideally, circular economy would reduce 

virgin sources of materials and reduce waste from the system (Korhonen et al. 2018). 

 

Figure 4 Linear material flow (Witjes and Lozano 2016) 

On the Swedish market, there is a strong push from political parties to become more 

environmental and incorporate circular economy into the business models. Politicians try to 

use circular economy as a hot topic to push their agenda further and turn it into an advantage 

for themselves (Karakaya, Nuur and Assbring 2018). If the funding is governmental, changes 

in this structure can affect the available funds and must be taken into consideration for the 

business. This also presents a possibility for the early stages of implementation when additional 

funding can help create a proof of concept for the wider market. 

However, the concept of circular economy is experiencing problems for being too much like 

regular sustainability. It is hard for many actors in the markets to see the differences between 
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having a sustainable, environmentally friendly, or circular business model. Companies might 

have a long-term solution for how to conduct business and can, therefore, be sustainable but 

not following the concepts of a circular economy. With the environmental paradigm, many 

companies just focus on their direct emission, mainly CO², and are ignoring the other material 

that cannot be handled by nature. Heavy metals may have negative effects on the surroundings 

and are ignored by companies, even if companies consider themselves “green” (Geissdoerfer 

et al. 2017). Another issue with the circular economy is if it’s a theory or not. There are 

arguments that circular economy is not a theory but rather an emerging approach to industrial 

production and consumption (Korhonen et al. 2018). However, the logic to turn linear material 

flows into cyclical flows is appealing. Korhonen et al. (2018) also state that one single 

definition of circular economy would exclude interests in the area and since the area is evolving 

one definition would not be viable for long. 

In circular economy, the focus has been on how a product can contain value in all different 

parts of its life cycle. From a new product to a fully utilized product and then how these 

materials, previous seen as waste, can be used in the creation of a new product. The 

sustainability aspect is the broader umbrella term regarding all the different ways a company 

can provide long term value. Korhonen et al. (2018) present arguments that even though 

circular economy has long been presented by academia and being pushed from policymakers, 

there are few conceptual implementations. Limitations also present themselves as circular 

economy can be shown to work on very specific instances e.g. engineering materialistic and 

the results are hard to adapt to management or organizations. For example, many small and 

medium companies have started to gain knowledge about the great benefits that comes from 

more closed loops within their business perspectives. But there also exist barriers. From a cost 

perspective, it might be more reliable when a corporation has a big budget to come up with 

competitive solutions for circular economy. Many smaller companies that have tried to apply 

circular economy have failed with their implementation just because their economic scale is 

not viable (Rizos et al. 2016). With the basic principles of economics, the problem of our 

technological innovation is to find in what markets our solution might thrive and what kind of 

customers it can find. 

Even though a definition of circular economy will exclude aspects of the area and will not be 

viable forever, there exists a need to have a definition to create a business model based on it. 

This will also clarify how the business model will distinguish circular economy from 
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sustainability. The thesis will use a working definition of circular economy from Korhonen et 

al. (2018: p 547) who define circular economy (CE) as: 

“CE is a sustainable development initiative with the objective of reducing the societal 

production-consumption systems' linear material and energy throughput flows by applying 

materials cycles, renewable and cascade-type energy flows to the linear system. Circular 

economy promotes high value material cycles alongside more traditional recycling and 

develops systems approaches to the cooperation of producers, consumers and other societal 

actors in sustainable development work.” 

While circular economy can look easy to implement into a business model on paper, the 

reality might be different. Some of the circularities will be outside the scope of the business 

model, and to stretch a business model to far will not create value for the company. 

Collaboration between producer and consumer can help companies to re-design business 

models and also increase the number of potential ideas. The benefits of collaboration come 

from the different perspectives different actors have. This leads to a possibility to solve 

problems on one end and at the same time, offer benefits at the other end. However, this 

requires an exchange of information and coordination (Witjes and Lozano 2016). In circular 

economy, collaboration can help actors to recover materials and create the right amount and 

type of products. This can make it easier to create a circularity of the materials which can 

reduce the virgin inputs to the system. In Figure 5 this is presented. 

 

Figure 5 Circular economy and collaboration (Witjes and Lozano 2016) 

There is also a backside of collaboration, it can result in a slower and less efficient decision-

making process. Conflicts and technical issues can also appear as well as budget overruns and 

project failures (Witjes and Lozano 2016).  
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3.2 Business Models 

To create a proper business model that lays the foundation for selling a product or service, 

some basic elements are needed. A business model is an understanding of how business is 

done, and how value is created. It should also articulate the logic to support the value 

proposition and value capture (Witjes and Lozano 2016). Teece (2010) means that all 

companies have a business model, but it can be either implicit or explicit. Which means that 

you can do business without a formulated business model. However, a company might benefit 

in the long run to think about and formulate a business model, since it can help a company to 

make strategic choices (Shafer, Smith and Linder 2005). Three elements of a business model 

that are essential and reoccurring in the literature are value proposition, value creation 

(activities and partnership), and value capture (revenue streams and cost structure). A business 

model can also include channels, customer relations and customer segments, and resources 

(Chesbrough 2007, Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, Ritter and Lettl 2018). Ritter and Lettl 

(2018) argue that a business model should be structured on the essential elements in a business. 

Here, Osterwalder’s Business Model Canvas is suggested to help identify these elements. A 

more generic business model concept is suggested by Hedman and Kalling (2003) who states 

that a business model should consist of customers, competitors, offering, activities and 

organization, resources, and supply of factor and production inputs.  

A business model also defines how a company entices the customer to pay for the value created 

and how this value is converted into profit (Teece 2010). But how the value is captured is not 

enough, it is also important to describe how this value is created (Zott, Amit and Massa 2011). 

To add a final dimension to this, a business model should also describe how the value capture 

and creation are done within the value network (Shafer et al. 2005). This value is created with 

a unique set of resources (DaSilva and Trkman 2014). So, to be able to know what value is 

created and how it differs from competitors’ value creation a company should be aware of their 

own unique recourses. 
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Although business models are good to have there are some flaws. First and foremost, a business 

model is not a strategy even though it does facilitate analysis, testing, and validation of strategic 

choices (Shafer et al. 2005). Some other vital problems with a business model are (Shafer et al. 

2005): 

• Flawed assumptions in the logic – Implicate and explicit cause-and-effect relationship 

needs to be well grounded and logical. All the strategic choices should be supportive of 

each other. 

• Limitations in the strategic choices – All of the firm’s core logic should be addressed 

in the business model. 

• Misunderstanding about value creation and capture – To much focus on value creation 

results in an ignored value capture. This stops the firm from capture the corresponding 

return of the created value. 

Many authors agree also that there is no commonly accepted definition of what a business 

model is, among them are (Shafer et al. 2005, De Reuver et al. 2009, DaSilva and Trkman 

2014). One definition of the term business model is the way of describing the key components 

of a business (Hedman and Kalling 2003). To expand that definition, a contribution is made 

from Ritter and Lettl (2018) who says that every firm should be able to describe what their 

business does, what it offers (value proposition), how the offer is made, and who the customers 

are. Value creation and capture are also essential for a business model. A good business model 

should also answer the following questions (Ritter and Lettl 2018): 

• Who is the customer? 

• What does the customer value? 

• How do we make money? 

• What is the underlying economic logic that explains how value can be delivered at an 

appropriate cost? 
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Since value proposition, creation, and capture are reoccurring in the literature and stated to be 

essential parts of a business model they should be defined. The value proposition is the 

arrangement of how a product creates value for a customer segment. The value creation is the 

most important activity to show the customer the value of the product and reach the value 

proposition. Value capture can be seen as how much the customer is willing to pay 

(Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010). To explain the last definition a bit further, the value capture 

describes how some of the value generated for the customer can be turned into value for the 

company (Geissdoerfer, Vladimirova and Evans 2018). 

A lot of different aspects of what to include in a business model has been presented but a 

sustainability perspective is lacking. A sustainable business model stretches further than 

economic value and looks at other forms of value for different stakeholders. A sustainable 

business model can create a competitive advantage by more superior customer value and 

contribute to sustainable development. To create such a business model, a holistic view is 

required. The value proposition needs to include costs and benefits to more stakeholders than 

the customers and the company. In a sustainable business model, there are six types of 

stakeholders,; customers, investors and shareholders, employees, suppliers and partners, the 

environment, and society (Bocken et al. 2013). 

Bocken et al. (2014) present eight sustainable business model archetypes. These archetypes 

can be used as an inspiration to create a sustainable business model. The archetypes and their 

definition are: 

1. Maximize material and energy efficiency – Do more with fewer resources, generating 

less waste, emissions and pollution. (p. 48) 

2. Create value from waste – The concept of ‘waste’ is eliminated by turning waste 

streams into useful and valuable input to other production and making better use of 

underutilized capacity. (p. 49) 

3. Substitute with renewables and natural processes – Reduce environmental impacts and 

increase business resilience by addressing resource constraints ‘limits to growth’ 

associated with non-renewable resources and current production systems. (p. 50) 

4. Deliver functionality, rather than ownership – Provide services that satisfy users’ needs 

without having to own physical products. (p. 50) 

5. Adopt a stewardship role – Proactively engaging with all stakeholders to ensure their 

long-term health and well-being. (p. 51) 
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6. Encourage sufficiency – Solutions that actively seek to reduce consumption 

and production. (p. 52) 

7. Re-purpose the business for society/environment – Prioritizing delivery of social and 

environmental benefits rather than economic profit (i.e. shareholder value) 

maximization, through close integration between the firm and local communities and 

other stakeholder groups. The traditional business model where the customer is the 

primary beneficiary may shift. (p. 53) 

8. Develop scale-up solutions – Delivering sustainable solutions at a large scale to 

maximize benefits for society and the environment. (p. 53) 

A sustainable business model differs from a regular business model by including more 

stakeholders than customers and company and the value proposition should create value for all 

those stakeholders. A long-term perspective and sustainable solutions are also a part of the 

sustainable business model (Geissdoerfer et al. 2018, Bocken et al. 2013). In a circular business 

model, a couple of additional aspects is added. This can be observed in Figure 6. The most 

relevant part of this thesis will be closing the resource loop for phosphorus. 

 

Figure 6 Difference between sustainable and circular business models (Geissdoerfer et al. 2018). 

A sustainable business model should also take into account of environmental change as argued 

by Saebi (2014). It is important to know how future change can affect the business model and 

how it can be adjusted to perform well in the future. 
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But how is a business model created? All the data presented above can be used to confirm if 

the business model is well formulated and consider the most important aspects. Although this 

is a good way for confirmation there is an easier way to start the process. In Figure 7 below, 

Teece (2010) has compiled a number of questions about business models. 

 

Figure 7 Questions to ask about a business model (Teece 2010). 

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) were suggested as appropriate to identify the elements of 

the business model by Ritter and Lettl (2018). While the BMC is a well-known and popular 

framework and it has an academic grounding, it has a narrow view. According to Bocken et al. 

(2013), it is poorly suited for helping companies generating a sustainability perspective.  To 

include a sustainability perspective in this, Joyce and Paquin (2016) has added two layers to 

the BMC and calls it Triple Layered Business Model Canvas (TLBMC), see Table 2. The two 

extra layers is an environmental layer and a social layer. The environmental layer is based on 

a lifecycle perspective and the social layer is based on a stakeholder perspective.  
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Table 2 Triple Layered Business model Canvas and its parts (Joyce and Paquin 2016) 

Together, these three layers create a more explicit picture of how a company generates multiple 

values; economic, environmental, and social. With the TLBMC, a company can visualize the 

elements of a business model and it can facilitate discussions of the business model to get a 

deeper understanding of it. A more systematic view of the organization can be achieved, and 

the value creation can be highlighted. 

3.3 Business Networks 

The usage of networks between businesses has been a focal point in understanding the causes 

of how business is conducted. The shift from understanding to control has been a hot topic in 

recent years. Complex relationships between actors force the market, sometimes in ways that 

is non-favourable for society (Ritter, Wilkinson and Johnston 2004). 

One of the most important resources for a company is relationships. The core concepts and 

structure it has created over time are all based on the foundations of other actors. Either if it is 

suppliers or customers the context on how to value these relationships but also cultivate them 

has become a central part of a business. The problems are emerging as well and show that 60 

% of partnerships between corporations fail (Spekman, Lynn and MacAvoy 1999). 

Businesses can either be competitive towards each other or cooperative. While there are 

benefits and drawbacks with both types of relationships, they often strive towards benefitting 

society. For example, there are mentions about the brewery industry in Sweden. While all of 
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the actors are competing, they are also helping each other with the recycling of bottles. Society 

can then circulate the bottles that are being sold at a competitive market but the resource, 

aluminium, is reused no matter from what brewery it is bought (Bengtsson and Kock 2000). 

For the proposed model, help has been implemented from the field of business networks. The 

usage of creating new value chains will need both new cooperative networks. The competitive 

networks will be towards the established actors and with the price being a sensitive issue for 

customers further synergies might present themselves with suppliers (Ritter et al. 2004, 

Spekman et al. 1999). 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter presents an overview of circular economy and two key concepts to successfully 

implement a business model based on circular economy is identified; economic scale, and 

collaboration. Furthermore, this chapter also discusses the elements of a business model and 

how to verify if a business model includes all aspects of doing business. Three main elements 

of a business model are presented; value proposition, value creation, and value capture. The 

difference between a regular, a sustainable, and a circular business model is briefly discussed. 

The Triple Layered Business Model Canvas is suggested as a good way of analysing a business 

model from an economical, an environmental, and a sustainable perspective. Business 

networks are discussed as an important factor when challenging established value chains and 

creating value for either customer or society. Lastly, business networks and how such a 

network can benefit a business model is described briefly. 
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4 Methodology 

This chapter presents the research approach to answer the research questions. The chapter is 

divided into four parts where the research approach is presented first. This follows by the 

method used to perform the stakeholder analysis and following that the semi-structured 

interviews are described. Lastly, the data analysis of the interview findings as well as how the 

findings were operationalised into business models are presented. 

4.1 Approach 

This thesis aims to create one business model to clean the Baltic Sea. Since the aim was to base 

it on circular economy and adjust it to different stakeholders’ needs, a deductive approach was 

suitable. The thesis is explorative and does not aim to create any new theories or develop an 

existing one. It rather seeks to create an understanding of how business models can be 

combined with circular economy with an applied research approach. This will create an 

understanding of the area and in that way contribute to the literature (Ritchie et al. 2013). Since 

the Baltic Sea was studied as a specific case, a case study design was appropriate. This is an 

appropriate study suggested by Blomkvist and Hallin (2015). A case study is appropriate in 

this case since it implies that a phenomenon is studied in context and multiple sources of data 

are used (Ritchie et al. 2013). Siggelkow (2007) argues that a case study should provide real-

world examples. Therefore, semi-structured interviews were held with stakeholders to get their 

values and perspectives. This gave data on what each stakeholder could benefit from the 

materials in the bottom sediment and also how they could utilize them. To identify suitable 

stakeholders, a stakeholder analysis was done. The different perspectives and details from 

every interview were included in the business model. To both complement and prepare for the 

interviews, internal documents from Techmarket were used. During the project, close 

communication and several meetings were held with Techmarket. This gave a foundation to 

stand on, but also different ideas were analysed and discussed. In Figure 8 the five blocks of 

this thesis are presented. They are theory gathering, case study, stakeholder analysis, 

interviews, and data analysis. 
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Figure 8 Research design 

Even though this thesis has an applied research approach, it is important to have a good 

theoretical grounding since it will contribute to the theory with an understanding and 

knowledge of business models and a circular economy in practice (Ritchie et al. 2013). The 

gathered theory in the literature review lays a foundation of what circular economy is and how 

it can be integrated into a business model. The theory also aimed to identify which aspects a 

business model should include and how a sustainable and circular business model differed from 

a regular business model. Since the thesis focuses more on applying circular economy in 

business models for a real case, the literature review is not exhaustive about the areas but 

focused more on how it can be applied. 

The study of the Baltic Sea aimed to create an understanding of the problems in the Baltic Sea, 

their origin, and how they can be solved. The study also included how the contents of the 

bottom sediment can be used. Research papers, governmental and institutional reports, as well 

as policy and laws were studied. 

4.2 Stakeholder Analysis 

From the background material, it was clear that it existed a need to get a better understanding 

of what actors would be interested in a potential business model. Therefore, a stakeholder 

analysis was performed. During the recent years’ stakeholder analysis has gained a significant 

growth of popularity and are now days used by most organizations to evaluate if a product can 

become successful. By doing a stakeholder analysis, an organization can both gain strength in 

corporate environments and in academia. To evaluate the special interest that might arise from 

a topic with an environmental purpose might also have changes in how you will conduct this 

stakeholder analysis. From this arises the different levels, whether it might be regional, 

governmental or international actors that want to play their part. Reed (2008) pinpoints that 

with natural resources, a stakeholder analysis is a great tool since it can be used to present the 

interest of multiple actors with vastly different approaches. 
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As with the case of the Baltic Sea, there are very different actor´s that affect it and are affected 

by it. With this, many different aspects come up. Here, it is important to see what the product 

can contribute to the different types of stakeholders. Guthrie et al. (2004) explain that the 

gathering of intellectual capital can be a basis for how and what decision can be made from the 

collection of empirical data and how this can be further strengthening the case. By also sharing 

data with stakeholders, benefits can be obtained. The stakeholder’s ways of thinking can point 

out how to utilize and evaluate the information obtained and thus the information can be used 

in the best possible way (Guthrie et al. 2004).  

With the conduction of a stakeholder analysis, everything that can even be considered as 

entrepreneurial value to the product or project can be found. To centre on what value means 

for different stakeholders, recourses can be prioritized. Mapping how these different actors will 

collude on a larger scale can work as a tool for helping the business bloom. A stakeholder 

analysis can also help to map potential problems or challenges that might stand in the way. 

As this thesis is based on the case company Techmarket, their guiding and expertise about 

different actors were used in the early steps of the thesis. The stakeholders were based on the 

information from Techmarket and the initial interview, but also complemented by personal 

evaluation. This gave an understanding of the product and how it could contribute to a more 

sustainable society. Discussions with the VD, taking part of internal documents and studying 

the conditions of the Baltic Sea laid the foundation for what categories of stakeholders that 

were of interest, see Table 3. Two main categories of stakeholders were formulated, (1) Climate 

compensators and (2) Material interests. A climate compensator means that a company emits 

nutrients into the Baltic Sea and has a potential interest in removing the same amount of 

nutrients that are emitted. The other category means that a company has a potential interest in 

one material that the bottom sediment consists of. By looking at the main components in the 

bottom sediment, sub-categories for category two were also formulated. They were, (2.1) 

Energy and chemistry, (2.2) Nutrients, and (2.3) Filler material.  

 

Table 3 Overview of stakeholder categories 
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Based on the categories in Table 3, actors on the market were classified and listed. Their 

potential interests in the product and how they could fit in in a business model based on 

circularities were analysed. Within the category of climate compensation, companies that emit 

phosphorus or other nutrients to the Baltic Sea were placed. In the other category, material 

interests, companies that might be interested in materials found in the sediment were placed. 

Depending on what area the company worked in they were placed in one of the sub-categories. 

In Table 4 below, the result from the stakeholder analysis is presented. Either a specific 

stakeholder or a type of stakeholder is presented. Contact with at least one of every type of 

stakeholder was tried to set up, but as seen in the table it was not always successful. One 

exception was made for the agriculture industry, no farmer was contacted since the Federation 

of Swedish farmers seemed more representative and had more knowledge about the area than 

a single farmer or farming company. Interviews were planned with the stakeholder that contact 

could be established with. 

 

Table 4 Results from the stakeholder analysis 

The criteria’s to be seen as a stakeholder were the following: (1) A stakeholder should have 

use of the sediment or a product created from the sediment. (2) A stakeholder had to be large 

enough to be able to represent a market. (3) A stakeholder should have a very specific need or 

expertise. (4) A stakeholder should have a potential interest to compensate for nutrient loading 

and be large enough for the amount of nutrients to be in a viable size. 
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Since Vattenfall is one of Sweden’s bigger energy company they were deemed large enough 

and can take a possible lead to use biogas as an energy source on a larger scale. However, their 

interest in owning a biogas production facility did not seem as big. For that reason, one of the 

existing biogas companies in Sweden could be interesting to include as a stakeholder.  

The agriculture and the forest industry have a continuous need for nutrients to boost the crops 

or growth of trees. The phosphorus and nitrogen in the organic material could be used as a 

fertilizer and there is little difference between virgin material from a mine compared to a 

circulated material. Therefore, both the sectors and the Federation of Swedish farmers were 

included as stakeholders. However, there was an indication that the phosphorus in the organic 

material was not always accessible for the crops. To prepare for that issue, a company 

specialised in extracting phosphorus from sewage sludge was also included as a stakeholder. 

To be able to research the phosphorus way to the end customer a fertilizer producer was also 

included among the stakeholders. 

To research the possibility to use the fine mineral particles from the silt in the sediment in the 

concrete industry a concrete manufacturer was also relevant as a stakeholder. To further verify 

the use of the mineral particles and their effect in the concrete experts was also included. Their 

technological understanding of how these materials could help improve on concrete but also 

what they thought about a less invasive solution than today´s strip mining for materials. To 

map how they gathered their material from breaking down mountains into the fine particles 

was also needed to evaluate where our product of particles could enter the value stream as a 

positive addition. 

Other stakeholders that could be identified were actors that only polluted in the region of the 

Baltic Sea. Airlines and cruise lines are potential polluters that are only using either the open 

space above waters or the waters itself to conduct their business. An interest from an airline 

company to remove the nitrogen they emit has been confirmed. Therefore, both airline 

companies and ferry companies are included as stakeholders. Since one other main source of 

phosphorus in the Baltic Sea are sewage treatment plants, they could be interested in 

compensating for that and thus they are identified as stakeholders. 

These initial assessment of the problems and possible value that can be generated for these 

stakeholders was further explored by conducting interviews. 
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4.3 Semi-Structured Interviews 

To provide real-world examples to the case study, as Siggelkow (2007) suggests, semi-

structured interviews with stakeholders were conducted. The interviews complemented the 

findings of the literature review about the Baltic Sea and act as inputs to the business model. 

These interviews collected data on how stakeholders can benefit from the removal of sediment 

from the Baltic Sea and if they can use the sediment or the substances in the sediment. The 

result from the interviews provided examples of how the sediment can be included in a circle 

of reuse and how a business model for removing the sediment can fit into the stakeholder’s 

business. 

The interviews were semi-structured and focused on the individual stakeholders’ needs, 

requests, and their business. Since the interviews were held with different categories of 

stakeholders, they did not focus on the same area and therefore the interview questions were 

different for the different stakeholders. In Table 5 below, all the interviews are listed together 

with the stakeholder, stakeholder category, date, duration, and location as well as the number 

of persons attending the interview. In total, eight interviews were conducted, and they had an 

average length of 42 minutes. 

 

Table 5 Summary of interviews 

In Table 5 it can be seen that the sewage treatment plant was interviewed twice. The first 

interview held with them could not answer all questions, but it yielded other good information 

to include in the project. 
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For the interviews, questions were raised about what potential value each of the stakeholders 

could see in a clean Baltic Sea. Further topics that were investigated was what valuable 

resources they can use and in what quantities they would need them. This to get an 

understanding of what materials and in which quantities that would have to be extracted for the 

different product areas. The questions also touched what obstacles and opportunities they could 

see for Techmarkets’ solution in a market environment. 

4.4 Data Analysis 

The data analysis is divided into two parts, analysis of secondary data and of primary data. 

Analysis of secondary data can provide new findings and is valuable if it can provide an 

opportunity to bring forth a new perspective (Ritchie et al. 2013). All the written material, both 

internal and public documents, collected during the research were analysed. The aim of the 

secondary data analysis was to create a context for how the business model could be designed. 

Based on this context, stakeholders were identified and their potential role within the context 

and in the business model was decided. 

4.4.1 Framework for Creating a Business Model 

Based on the findings in the literature, a framework for creating a business model was created. 

To make sure that all important aspects of a business model were captured both theories about 

business models and a well-known model for analysing business models were used. 

To create a business model an understanding of how the business is done is needed. This can 

be seen as obvious, but it is also vague. To create a greater distinction of what parts the business 

model should consist of, seven more distinctive parts were chosen. They were; value 

proposition, value creation, value capture, business channels, resources, and customer 

(Chesbrough 2007, Osterwalder and Pigneur 2010, Ritter and Lettl 2018). As a final touch, 

how a customer is enticed to pay for the product were also included (Teece 2010).  
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To create the initial business model for each of the four areas the following questions were 

asked: 

• What is the potential value proposition? 
• What is the potential value creation? 
• What is the potential value capture? 
• What channels can be used? 
• What resources are needed? 
• What customer can be reached? 
• Why should the customer pay for the product? 

Since value proposition creation and capture are defined in the theory, those definitions were 

used to answer the questions. However, channels refer to how the product can reach the 

customer, another word can be touch points. There are many different options for how to design 

the channels but only one potential way of how the product will be created and reach the 

customer during its lifecycle will be suggested.  Resources refer to any extra materials needed 

to produce the product. Since the business model will describe the whole cycle of the product 

there will not only be one end customer, potential middle hands will be identified. Regarding 

mainly channels and resources but to some extent also customer a complete list will not be 

provided but rather a suggestion to start with. To realize the business model, more details need 

to be included. 

In the process of creating a business model Teece (2010) suggested that some questions could 

help. The questions were used the verify business model suggestions. Question nine was 

overlooked since it is outside the scope of this project. These questions are: 

1. How will the product/service be used? 
2. How does that solve the customer problem? 
3. How should the product be presented as a solution to the customer’s problem? 
4. What might the customers be enticed to pay for the delivered value? 
5. How large is the target segment? 
6. Does a competitive offering exist? 
7. Where is the industry in its evolution? 
8. Has a dominant design emergent? 
9. What will it cost to deliver value? 
10. Is the cost volume sensitive? 
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In the literature, the Business Model Canvas (BMC) and its development the Triple Layer 

Business Model Canvas (TLBMC) were identified as a way of creating or analysing an existing 

business model. Based on the TLBMC by Joyce and Paquin (2016) a framework was created 

to help understand how the business will work from the three different layers, the economic, 

the environmental and the social perspectives. Joyce et al. mention some of the problems with 

only analysing for the “profit first” view with the one layered model that has found widespread 

recognition. The TLBMC is an analysis on a high level and details will not be included. The 

model is meant to develop a holistic view and thus more details can be added in an 

implementation (Joyce and Paquin 2016). Since an overlap between the economic layer in the 

TLBMC and the theory about business models gathered the layer did not receive the same 

amount of attention as the other two. Another reason was that the target markets of the business 

model are established and have pressed the prices, thus other types of values that are potentially 

lacking in the market could benefit the business model. The change towards circular economy 

influences more than just what can be measured in an expense and income spreadsheet. The 

framework from TLBMC can help to create a better holistic picture of corporate sustainability. 

Since the tool is proven to help with exploring new possibilities and sustainable innovation it 

was suitable to use. However, the business model will be created on a conceptual level and not 

all aspects mentioned in the TLBM will be possible to explore and therefore they are only 

briefly mentioned in this thesis. Table 2, in section 3.2, presents an overview of the TLBMC 

and a brief description of the layers can be seen. 

4.4.2 Framework for Analysing Interview Findings 

For the data analysis of the primary data collected from the interviews were organized in 

themes (Ritchie et al. 2013, Gale et al. 2013). The themes were: (1) Interests, (2) Useful 

materials, (3) Value of the offered service/product, (4) Limitations. All the interviews had their 

own focus and different questions and therefore they were not comparable to each other. 

Therefore, the themes were deductively decided to create a framework to analyse the 

transcriptions of the interviews. When preparing the transcriptions, a decision was made to 

selectively choose which text to transcribe since it focused on analysing specific questions and 

it was possible to remove repetitive statements and irrelevant information, this is suggested by 

Roulston (2013). The transcriptions were then coded accordingly to the themes above. By 

doing so the data to analyse and discuss were reduced to a more comprehensive size. While 

coding is a good way to sort and count data it is not necessarily a good way to analyse the data 
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(St.Pierre 2011). Since the interviews had different focus areas with different stakeholders, they 

could not be compared to each other in any meaningful way. Thus, a decision was made to not 

code the transcriptions further than the four overall themes mentioned above. Instead, the focus 

was placed on the transcriptions to fit under every code to keep the context and directly 

analysed the meaning from every piece. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter motivates the deductive approach to this explorative study. Furthermore, the 

stakeholder analysis and its results are presented. The semi-structured interviews and their 

contribution to the study are motivated and the data analysis of the findings is presented. The 

theoretically grounded framework to operationalise the interview findings is also presented. 
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5 Findings 

This chapter presents the findings from the study. Firstly, the interview findings are presented 

by dividing the findings into the four stakeholder categories described in section 4.2, 

Stakeholder Analysis. Based on the interview findings business models for every stakeholder 

category is created by following the framework created in section 4.4.1, Framework for 

Creating a Business Model. The results from analysing the four suggested business models 

with the Triple Layered Business Model Canvas are then presented. Lastly, the four business 

models are combined into on holistic business model that takes into account the details that 

were bypassed in the four individual ones. This also summarises the findings of this thesis. 

The results created an understanding of the gap between the literature and what is happening 

in the markets. How actors are classifying value and what is important for them to know about 

the products and processes that they invest in. By getting a better understanding of the 

multitude of possible value streams that can be created for the topmost layer of the sea bottom 

helped the business models to take form. To take each part of the value and market it to the 

right people in the right areas will help to create the springboard effect needed for a new 

technology to emerge in the market. 

5.1 Interview Findings 

The interview findings are structured based on the four main stakeholder areas. In these four 

different areas, contradictions and internal tensions between the different organization, 

companies, and political structures were found. One main theme was that there are a lot of 

political structures that need to be changed for the implementation of a more circular solution. 

The problem is that the businesses already active in the market have little influence on how 

law changes are made and which ones to follow. There exist guidelines from the EU that are 

both before and behind several specific Swedish laws and when different actors listen to 

different guidelines, who are to blame for the difficulties with clarity? 

For the opportunities and challenged that was faced by the different stakeholders a summary 

was concluded, that pointed to what was found in the different interviews. As the stakeholders 

in the different areas generally agreed on what would cause a hindrance for Techmarkets’ 

product to be established in the market. The companies own internal challenges were also 
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mapped. The themes that it was either a cost, security (supply) or political obstacle was noted 

in every one of the interviews. Other findings from the interviews were categories into the 

TLBMC which will be presented more in-depth further into the report. 

5.1.1 Findings in Energy and Chemistry 

The interviewee from the energy sector showed a strong interest in the usage of biogas to use 

as a balancing factor in the energy market. It was pointed out that most of the western world is 

changing towards fossil free solutions. One uncertainty that could be foreseen with 

Techmarkets’ solution was with the problem of delivery dependability and scale. A small-scale 

solution was not sought for in the end, but a test-project was not excluded. In the end, a large-

scale implementation that can change the energy markets’ dependency on nuclear power is 

more interesting. If a solution could be developed to counteract the huge amounts of energy 

that is being based in the nuclear sector in Sweden, the scale of operations needs to be enough 

to get enough biomaterial (IN8). 

This approach with just a potential solution gives a pretty good picture of the scale of these 

investments in this specific field. However, smaller-scale approaches were pointed out as 

problematic. The problem with these was they were often local and would not be interested in 

transporting the biomaterial longer distances to their generator or transport systems. The 

current usage of small-scale biogas plants is mainly on farms or cities and uses organic material 

from local sources. The transport issue and a questionable need for more organic material in 

small scale operations are problematic. It could possibly work in larger cities like Stockholm 

where a large amount could easily be distributed around the area but for smaller more rural 

communities, the supply lines are not worth the cost of the product to invest into (IN8). 

The same problems were in partial faced by the large energy producer. However, the 

interviewee mentioned that the dismantling of the nuclear powerplants could be used as large-

scale sites where if the amount of material gathered could be supplied then the generators could 

be placed in the same locations as the powerplants. This to benefit from the extra capacity 

already constructed for the electrical power grid and another way to benefit from circularity. A 

possible way of storing the gas in mountain rooms and using it as an effect balancer when 

needed was suggested as one application (IN8). 
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The interviewee also suggested that to optimize biogas production, different organic materials 

were often mixed. By doing that in a biogas plant a greater yield of the organic material added 

can be gained (IN8). 

One other suggestion that came up is the use of the coal atoms from the biogas. In Sweden, a 

project to reduce the environmental impact from the steel industry has been initiated. In this 

project, the possibility to produce iron with hydrogen gas instead of coal is researched. When 

doing so the iron will lack the coal necessary to create steel. Instead of adding coal to the 

furnace the idea is to add biogas from a recycled source which would add the coal atoms 

necessary for the steel production with no fossil fuel needed. With the same basic reasoning, it 

was suggested that the chemical industry could be interested in the coal atoms in the biogas 

(IN8). 

5.1.2 Findings in Nutrients 

Phosphorus is one of the basic substances needed for producing fertilizer. Regardless of the 

origin of the phosphorus, it will help farmers or forest owners to maximize the yield. The main 

issue with using phosphorus from the Baltic Sea is the cost of it. The market price per kg 

phosphorus is about 14 Swedish kronor in Sweden. In the Swedish market, the usage for 

fertilizers has been economically pressed for a very long time and the marginals for farmers 

are extremely low. They cannot afford to lower the amount of fertilizer, because then their 

harvest will significantly decline, and they cannot pay a higher price for fertilizers. Swedish 

farmers have to compete with countries that have a lower cost for personnel and lower 

regulations for the amount of cadmium in the nutrients. From the interview with the Federation 

if Swedish farmers, it was clear that for farmers, the cost must be competitive to even 

considered a circular alternative. There is no possibility to pay a premium price for circulated 

phosphorus. This implies that the cost of phosphorus from the Baltic Sea must be the same or 

lower than the price for regular phosphorus (IN3). 

One of the questions that came up during the interview with the Federation of Swedish farmers 

was how the phosphorus will be added to the fields or forests. There were two different 

suggestions on how to do this. Either the phosphorus should be separated from the sediment or 

the sediment could be placed directly on the farmland. The later would be more cost efficient 

and other nutrients than phosphorus would end up at the farmland as well, as a positive side 

effect (IN3). An internal report from Techmarket shows that it can be as efficient as using 
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fertilizer (Techmarket 2015), but it has two limitations; the sediment needs to be free from 

heavy metals and toxins, and the farmer or forest owner needs to have a machine that could 

spread the sediment. Those farmers that have access to one such machine often use dung from 

animals as fertilizer, which makes it redundant for those farmers to buy fertilizer. This implies 

that any potential customers need to own the right equipment or that phosphorus needs to be 

extracted from the sediment (IN3).  

The interview with the company that recycles phosphorus showed no issues to use organic 

material from the Baltic Sea bottom as a raw material in their process, but the organic material 

needs to be burned since they only can handle ashes. Their requirement on the ash they receive 

is that it should consist of at least 5-6 percent of phosphorus (IN5). After the phosphorus is 

extracted it needs to be produced into fertilizer and then it could be used on farmland or in 

forests. The possibility to skip the middle step and directly send the organic material to a 

fertilizer produced was not an alternative. This was suggested in the interview with a fertilizer 

producer, but they do not directly use organic material as a source for phosphorus (IN7). 

One of the other problems that came up during the interview with the Federation of Swedish is 

that the farmers struggle with political pressure. Much political pressure has been on them 

during the last century to not pollute the lakes and the Baltic Sea with more phosphorus. They 

have restricted the usage a lot during the last three decades and now they are leaking a lot less 

into the water sources than 30 years ago, but they are still facing the biggest political pressure 

(IN3). The politicians are pressuring them to almost have zero leakage of phosphorus but since 

they are in an open biological environment it is really hard to restrict the leakage. If they should 

restrict the phosphorus leakage further less fertilizer needs to be used. This would halve the 

food production, which is not a viable alternative. The leakage level is almost at the same level 

as an industrial sewage plant (IN3). 

5.1.3 Findings in Filler Material 

The minerals found in the bottom sediment could be used as a filler in concrete that acts as a 

strength heightened. The usage was confirmed by experts in the area that it was a mineral that 

was in serious shortage and the tests with it had been successful. With extra strength in the 

concrete, it could even be higher in price than the current materials on the market (IN6). 

However, a concrete manufacturer actually using the materials in their product could not see 

any current market for the material if it could not be cheaper or show structural properties that 
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are better than the current material. The concept of using filler material from the Baltic Sea was 

not rejected but there was no interest in paying a higher price for a circulated material (IN2). 

From the experts in concrete, it was mentioned the cost of concrete in a building project is 

minuscule compared to the rest of a total building project. If the business could change its 

approach or if the legalization is just changed the business would not even consider the cost of 

changing into a bit more expensive concrete material (IN6). 

5.1.4 Findings in Climate Compensation 

One of the companies in this category is a sewage treatment plant in a larger city in Sweden. 

When talking to this company, they showed some interest in the idea to remove the phosphorus 

they emit to the Baltic Sea if the limit for how much phosphorus they are allowed to emit is 

restricted further (IN1 & IN4). As for now, they are not interested to take care of more 

phosphorus than they are legally required to. However, they stated that it would be 

unreasonable to try to limit the emission of phosphorus further since it would not be motivated 

to make the large investment needed. If the limit was restricted further, removing phosphorus 

from the Baltic Sea would be a cost-efficient alternative. The uninterest for the service to 

compensate the phosphorus emissions comes from a paragraph in the Swedish laws about water 

services. It is formulated so that a sewage treatment plant cannot take any higher fees than 

motivated to meet the legislated limits of emissions (IN4). 

5.2 Business Models 

With the interview findings as input to the framework, see section 4.4.1, four different business 

models were created, one for every stakeholder category identified. Initially, possible business 

models were analysed separately to be able to conclude the needs and possibilities without 

thoughts about how solutions in one area could cause problems in another. As a complement 

to this, the framework Triple Layered Business Model Canvas was used to verify the four 

business models. 
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5.2.1 Business Model for Energy and Chemistry 

The value proposition in this area will be the creation of a reenable energy source in the form 

of biogas that is storable and can be used as a complement to wind and solar power. An 

alternative value proposition will be to use the coal atoms from the biogas in steel production 

alternatively other chemistry production, for example, plastics. The value of the energy source 

will be created when it is used to produce electricity. If the gas is stored and used to balance 

the energy market the value will have a double effect, both as the created energy and the fact 

that it can become easier to balance the energy market. An alternative value of the biogas can 

be created if the coal atoms are used to produce a product, either steel or other products from 

the chemistry industry that uses coal. In the energy sector, the value captured will be the 

electricity price minus the cost of producing the biogas and eventually storing it. The value 

capture of the coal atoms is a bit difficult to assess. If they are used to produce steel they will 

be in the biogas and the biogas will be burned it the process so the value captured could be the 

same as when the biogas is seen as an electricity source. Regarding the chemistry industry, that 

track was not further perused since proper background material had not been collected. This is 

instead suggested as a future research area where the business model can be developed further. 

As mentioned in the interview biogas production is more efficient if different organic materials 

are mixed. To have an efficient process the organic material should, therefore, be mixed with 

another organic material. Which material that is suitable needs to be researched. 

Channels in this business area could look like this: Sediment is removed from the bottom of 

the Baltic Sea and organic material and minerals are separated. The organic material will then 

be used to produce biogas in a facility placed in a convenient place. A suggestion here is that 

the facility can be placed close where the biogas is stored and used for energy production. If 

the biogas will be used in the steel or chemistry industry longer transportation will be 

necessary, either by pipelines, trucks, or boats. 
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In Figure 9, a business model for this area is visualised with the suggested channels and a 

suggested revenue stream for the company that organises the business and retrieves the 

sediment. 

 

Figure 9 Business model for Energy and Chemistry 

In this case, the chain of customers can be: 

• Biogas producer that buys/uses the organic material and produces raw gas and 

eventually upgrades the gas. 

• The gas is sold to one of the following, energy producer, steel producer, or chemistry 

industry. 

• Energy and products from the chemistry industry will be sold to other companies or 

private persons, steel will be sold to other companies. 

In this area, any circularities concerning material products will lay beyond to company that 

retrieves to bottom sediment. Therefore, this part of the business model needs to be seen as a 

straight line. If the biogas is used to produce energy, the carbon dioxide created will be returned 

to other plants via the atmosphere. 
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5.2.2 Business Model for Plant Nutrition 

The value proposition for plant nutrition is a boost to growth with a circulated source of 

phosphorus. In this business area, the value creation will not be met with the actual price of the 

product. As identified in the interview with the Federation of Swedish Farmers, the interest in 

paying a premium price is very low (IN3). Therefore, the cost of the phosphorus must match 

the market price even though it has a potentially higher value. Here, the value will be created 

when the phosphorus boosts the growth and not when it is placed on the ground. During the 

interview with a phosphorus recycler, it was mentioned that it is not enough that the phosphorus 

is placed in the ground it must also be accessible for the plants. Phosphorus is always bonded 

to one other metal and depending on the metal the phosphorus will be accessible for the plants 

directly or after a certain number of years (IN5). 

The value captured in this area will be when the organic material is sold to either a farmer or a 

phosphorus producer depending on the channel. There are two possible channels in this 

business area; either the phosphorus is sold to a farmer or forest owner in the form of organic 

material, or to a company that can retrieve the phosphorus from the organic material. Which 

channel is suitable depends on two questions; is the phosphorus in the organic material 

accessible for the plants, and can the organic material be spread on the lands by the customer? 

If one or both of these questions has a negative answer the organic material should be sold to 

a company that retrieves to phosphorus from it. This method takes ash as raw material and 

therefore the organic material must be burned before sold away. After the phosphorus is 

retrieved from the organic material it must be in a form that can be handled. A recommendation 

is that the phosphorus is sold to a fertilizer producer that has those kinds of processes. The 

farmers or forest owners will then buy the phosphorus from them. 
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Channels for this business area could look this: After the organic material is separated from the 

silt the organic material is either used as a fertilizer directly or sent for phosphorus extraction. 

If the phosphorus is extracted it will then be used in fertilizer production before ending up on 

farmlands. The food produced will eventually end up in sewage treatment plants where some 

of the phosphorus will be emitted into the sea. The farmlands will also leak some phosphorus 

to the Baltic Sea. See Figure 10 for visualisation.  

 

Figure 10 Business model fur Nutrients 

Potential customers here are farmers or a chain of customers if the organic material is burned 

and sent for extraction where the phosphorus extractor is the first customer, the phosphorus is 

sold to the fertilizer producer which in turn sells fertilizer to the agriculture sector. 

Here, the circularity will be the phosphorus that is leaked from farmlands or from sewage 

treatment plants to the Baltic Sea where it can once again be retrieved. Since this is a natural 

process that is very hard to avoid when using fertilizer, it will be a cycle that will continue for 

a foreseeable future. 
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5.2.3 Business Model for Filler Material 

Towards the concrete industry, the value proposition will first and foremost be a stronger 

concrete. The mineral particles found in the sediment can be used as a very fine filler, but the 

strengthening effect will be there regardless if it’s sought for or not. The value creation will 

occur when the concrete dries and is more compact (and therefore stronger) than concrete 

without these mineral particles. The value capture will occur when the mineral particles are 

sold to a customer. The channel for this part is straight forward after the mineral particles are 

separated from the organic material the particles need to be washed to avoid bringing any salt 

into the concrete and after that, they can be sold. See Figure 11 for visualisation. 

 

Figure 11 Business model for filler material 

There can be circularity in this area if the concrete is recycled and used as a ballast or filler in 

new concrete, but the functionality of the mineral particles will be lost. Even though concrete 

is reusable if it is crushed into smaller pieces the mineral particles will already be bonded into 

larger particles. 
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5.2.4 Business Model for Climate Compensation 

Several different companies have emissions to the Baltic Sea. Three examples are sewage 

treatment plants, aerospace companies, and ferry companies. Other industries then those 

mentioned here could use the service that is described below. The value proposition here is that 

the emissions of phosphorus alternatively nitrogen to the Baltic Sea are removed. If the same 

amount of emitted nutrient by a company is removed the company would become phosphorus 

or nitrogen neutral. The value will be created when said company can bolster with the fact that 

they are phosphorus or nitrogen neutral. This could improve the company’s environmental 

image and in result potentially generate more costumers. For this area, no physical channels 

are needed, and no physical resource is needed. Although, a good and close customer 

relationship will probably be necessary. In Figure 12 the business model is visualised. 

 

Figure 12 Business model for climate compensation 
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5.3 Aspects from Triple Layered Business Model Canvas 

The Triple Layered Business Model Canvas was used to analyse the four different business 

models together to create a holistic picture of the economic, environmental, and social effects. 

The three parts; the economic, environmental, and social layer, are presented below.  

5.3.1 Economic Layer 

A picture that summarisesthe economic layer can be seen in Figure 13.  

 

Figure 13 Economic layer, free from (Joyce and Paquin 2016) 

The value proposition is based on the findings mentioned earlier. The only viable extra value 

could be for the concrete market where the sediment materials could provide extra strength to 

the concrete. The thought that a circulated material could be valued more for the customers 

was completely removed once it was established when it was stated in the interviews that the 

price was the most important factor. 

With the customer segments there exists a good basis for that Techmarket can receive funding 

from other segments than the ones interested in the final product. As mentioned, climate 

compensators can be a new customer that current actors cannot compete with. Also, households 

that want their local water sources cleaned. 

The costs for Techmarket will be higher as the technology is newer and the distribution network 

has to be created. The revenues cannot be higher since the information was provided that the 

markets are strictly pressured and there was little incentive to pay extra for locally sourced or 
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premium materials. For the activities, logistical supply lines for the deliverance of the products 

can be outsourced to already existing transportation companies. 

Many partners will be attracted to new business and several of the ones that were interviewed 

are not even interested in the final product that exists in current linear systems. Since 

collaboration between different actors, partners and customers will likely have a large overlap. 

The resources for Techmarket must be established as they are not in the market yet. The product 

is still being developed so a lot of focus will have to go to this area in the future. 

No customer relationship is formally established since the business model is in a conceptual 

state. However, customer relationships will be essential here, especially for the business model 

concerning climate compensation. Since collaboration will be needed in the business model the 

customer relationships will be needed a lot of attention. The channels are another sector that is 

not established and like relationships, it might just be an easy solution by looking at what the 

current actors are doing and trying to improve on that.  

5.3.2 Environmental Layer 

A picture that summarises the environmental layer can be seen in Figure 14.  

 

Figure 14 Environmental layer, free from (Joyce and Paquin 2016) 

The functional value has two components. From the interviews, the basis was provided that 

Techmarket can either meet the demand of phosphorus, biomass, and miniral particles for 

concrete, or meet the need of retrieving pollutions that other companies are emitting into the 

marine environment. Both these areas could be developed independently as two separate value 
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offers but a combination of these areas will work best. This since the consumers will get a 

cheaper product and emitters will know that the gathered material will be used for something 

good and not just be takes from a dump at sea to a dump at land. 

The materials for production lies available at the bottom of the Baltic Sea and are plentiful. 

There are no other actors interested in extracting the raw sediment, only refined products. 

Expansion into other areas than the Baltic Sea is possible for Techmarket in the future but 

locally sourced material is the best at the moment. 

For production, there will be a need for advanced technological equipment to refine the raw 

material. Here investments are needed in machines and locations. For the small scale of the 

current prototype, it is easy to use and extract at the test site. But with a launch to a market 

either factories on land for the processing or investments into ships with the necessary 

equipment is required. 

For the usage of the current product, there exist no actual suppliers as of today. Since the 

materials are taken straight from the Baltic Sea there exists no supplier other than the nature of 

the core resource. As Techmarket is taking the resource from the bottom and then refining it 

into sellable products there is little outsourcing. The need for ships that can move the technical 

solution and then transportation of the sediment to a facility are the only ones. Regarding 

outsourcing, it is too early in the process to establish anything. 

While the distribution of the final products is necessary no other distributions are 

recommended. With the separation process, it secures that no extra materials are being 

transported that is unnecessary. The only one would be if it was possible to separate all the 

materials at sea. With the placement of a facility close to a harbor the phosphorus, silt and 

biomass can be separated straight away and the ecological impact will be minimized. Instead 

of first extracting the phosphorus at one place and then transport the mesh further to go through 

the next step, everything is being done in the same factory. The minimization of inefficient 

mass to transport is beneficial. 

For the use phase if the product there will be little involvement from Techmarkets' side. The 

company is not involved in the usage by the customers and there exist little repair or service 

needs for raw materials. Techmarket is a company that has a focus on sustainability so for them 

to help the consumers in the best way of using their product is the possible help they can 
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provide. As the materials that are being provided are circular the environmental benefits go 

outside of just Techmarkets' business. 

The end-of-life for the different products will differ from each other. For the usage of 

phosphorus, the leakage from the agriculture industry will never fully stop. Some amounts of 

phosphorus will end up in the water sources again. It creates the opportunity to long-term 

extract this resource. Even though the usage of biomass is mostly ashes then it is being burned 

in a generator the creation of new biological material in the ocean binds the emitted carbon 

once again. For the particles from the concrete, there is not possible to reuse them with the 

same functionality. The concrete itself can be recycled but the functionality of the mineral 

particles will be lost. 

Even though the environmental impacts will probably be small in comparison it will still exist. 

The usage of ships will be needed for a foreseeable future for both the transportation of gathered 

materials but also for the distribution of the product. Ships are often leaking a small amount of 

oil and this will be directly affecting marine biology. The energy used for both transportation 

of the product but also the product itself (electric) will impact the environment. Focus on using 

renewable sources for both of these will be important to minimize potential drawbacks. Even 

though, the extraction process of the bottom sediment will be very close to the bottom the 

process is non-invasive and will only affect marine life in the same way as a passing boat. 

The environmental benefits are potentially much larger than the drawbacks. The usage of 

locally sourced materials will diminish the need for imported goods and long transportations. 

For the current market, this is mainly towards phosphorus, since Sweden has a good supply of 

both concrete materials and biomass. The extra biomass will work as a push towards more 

renewables which will help to limit the amount of carbon dioxide released. The creation of 

circular lifecycles for products that were previously lines will also help the environment by 

taking care of the problems that were previously just building on itself. The internal leakage of 

phosphorus in the Baltic Sea will also be counteracted and will help to limit algae blooms and 

anoxic sea bottoms. With the usage of environmental compensation for companies, the 

possibility exists that actors that previously only polluted to now be part of continuous work to 

counteract their impact. Previously actors only acted when the problems got out of hand and 

the government issued them. Independent actors can also have the possibility to clean up their 

local water sources which will help provide a healthy environment in smaller geographic areas. 
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5.3.3 Social Layer 

A picture that summarises the social layer can be seen in Figure 15.  

 

Figure 15 Social layer, free from (Joyce and Paquin 2016) 

The social value emerges from the way of thinking with circular economy. To offer circulated 

materials to the market with the same price as materials from virgin sources creates a social 

value since a more sustainable market can be achieved. There is also a social value of a cleaner 

Baltic Sea, both from an aesthetical perspective but in an economical way. The tourism and 

fishing industry might get a boost if the Baltic Sea is cleaner. 

Governance of the business is hard to analyze but for our perspective, Techmarket is already 

trying as wide as possible to identify stakeholders to their value offer. With going against the 

determined “box” of their normal customers they try to find everyone the could have an interest 

in value created. 

With the pilot project and the search for investments before the product has been launched 

Techmarket is reaching out and engaging the playing field. Both EU presentations and also 

presentations with Swedish based actors. This to tie relationships with the ones in the business 

but also share information about the current state of affairs regarding the environment. To not 

only show a solution but inform about the different purposed solutions and then show why they 

think that theirs is the best. This way a smaller community of interested parties has been 

created. 

For Techmarket as a tiny Swedish corporation, the impacts in the social culture are limited. But 

with engaging with the largest actors for energy and innovation in the Swedish market they can 
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influence society beyond what is possible from their own perspective. By their own innovation, 

they can capture the interest of individuals in large corporations and they can then reach out 

for the changes needed in society. 

The potential scale of outreach is quite big, it is not only the Baltic Sea that has problems with 

eutrophication. Techmarket is not just interested in Stockholm or even Sweden for that matter. 

They want to inform that their solution is not simply based in the Baltic Sea, this can help all 

across the globe. With investigations for the solution to help with the Lake Victoria in Africa, 

the contacts that they are trying to create are for the long-term perspective. This causes the 

solution is long-term why would not the consumers also be? 

The end-users of the products will probably not notice any difference compared to products 

today. However, the knowledge of a local and circulated phosphorus, a stronger concrete, or a 

green energy source used instead of an alternative is beneficial. More and more of the end-

consumers are being aware of how things are being produced and with what resources. 

Mentioned earlier was that there existed little interest from farmers to pay a premium for 

phosphorus. The same is for consumers buying cheap grain in the market. Interest for a luxury 

farm product that could market that they were produced with local phosphorus arose, but this 

is a niche market that can be focused on after the processes are in place. 

Since the business is early in the lifecycle and any potential social benefit is not properly 

researched it cannot with certainty be said anything. Some logical speculations can, however, 

be mentioned. In the long run, the eutrophication of the Baltic Sea could decrease which will 

improve the water quality. This will presumably improve coastal and water life for animals and 

plants. Also, algae blooms would probably decrease. This would be a social benefit since the 

tourist and fishing industry in the Baltic Sea could get an upswing. 
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5.4 A Potential Business Model 

A summarize of the most important findings from the four individual business models can be 

found in table Table 6. In the energy and chemistry business model the challenge is scale, a 

sufficient amount of organic material is needed to create stable energy or coal source. Here, the 

value proposition is green energy or coal atoms. The value creation occurs when the biogas is 

used to produce energy or materials that need coal. Lastly, the value capture will occur when 

the biogas is sold. Regarding the business model for nutrients, the challenge is to offer the 

phosphor at a competitive price. The value proposition is circulated phosphorus and the 

creation occurs when the phosphorus boosts growth. The value is captured when phosphorus 

or the organic material is sold. For filler material, the challenge and value capture is the same 

as for nutrient. However, the value proposition is stronger concrete and the value creation 

occurs when the filler material is used in concrete production. For the last business model, the 

challenge is regulations regarding phosphorus emissions from sewage treatment plants. The 

value proposition is to be nutrient neutral and thus, have no impact in the Baltic Sea. The value 

creation occurs when the company gets a better picture from the customers. The value capture 

will occur when the company pays for the service. 

 

Table 6 Summary of the four business models 

To meet the challenges in the business models for energy and chemistry, nutrients, and filler 

material; a more holistic business model is needed. By incorporating all four business models 

into one, a holistic picture can be created, and the revenue streams can be combined. By using 

the extra revenue from climate compensation, the cost of retrieval of sediment can be covered 

and thus a more competitive price for the materials can be offered. The challenge of scale will 

also be solved by this. If the cost of retrieval is covered, it will be easier to scale up the process 

and thus, deliver more organic material to produce biogas. This will also benefit nutrients and 
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filler material since a larger scale helps to push prices down. Our suggestion is that a business 

model follows the concept pictured in Figure 16. 

 

Figure 16 A suggested business model 

This approach makes sure that the smaller parts of the business models do not interfere with 

each other. This picture is an aggregated form of a business model and does not describe all 

parts if value proposition, creation, and capture. Those and other details necessary for an 

understanding of the complete business model can be found in chapter 5.2 or in Table 6. The 

picture also shows the circularity of phosphorus.  
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Chapter Summary 

This chapter presented the findings from the interviews and how those were operationalised 

into four separate business models, one for each stakeholder category. The Triple Layered 

Business Model Canvas was used to further analyse the separate business models and to 

develop more aspects, not only towards economical factors but also towards the environment 

and society. The main takeaways the business model in energy and chemistry was scale. 

Regarding both nutrient and filler material, competitive prices were the most important factor. 

All three challenges are solved by the fourth business model for climate compensating. The 

additional revenue makes it possible to have competitive prices and scale can be achieved 

easier, which also benefits the prices further. Those synergies were identified in the last section 

where the four business models were combined into one to create a holistic business model. 
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6 Discussion 

This chapter discusses the potential business model in regard to the data gathered, the theories 

and models used, and its limitations and challenges. First, the business model is discussed. 

After that, the contribution of the model Triple Layered Business Model Canvas is discussed. 

This is followed by a discussion of the aspects of circular economy and sustainability. Lastly, 

the limitations and challenges for the business model are discussed. 

6.1 The Potential Business Model 

The conceptualized model described in Figure 16 has the primary focus to create a profit. 

However, since the business model is developed in a conceptual state, it is not possible to asses 

if the business model will be profitable. This has to be researched in a business case for the 

business model. Policymakers have only identified the problems of the Baltic Sea, but no 

solutions are presented. This business model is developed based on the fact that technology 

and market are the most important drivers for business models as discussed by De Reuver et 

al. (2009). To keep this business model profitable in the future change must be taken into 

account. Here both environmental changes will affect the business model in the future (Saebi 

2014) but also, technological change. The most important environmental change is the fact that 

the Baltic Sea will be cleaner in the future since the phosphorus will be reduced. This must be 

considered in future planning since the main resource included in this business model will be 

reduced. Technological change will affect climate compensators need to compensate for 

emissions, when ferries, airplanes, and sewage treatment plants no longer emit nutrients to the 

Baltic Sea there will be no need to keep compensating for it. 

As mentioned in the literature the challenges that face circular economy is often not about the 

technological or innovative processes. The challenges lie within the framework created by 

society about how to conduct business and work together. With the political effects mentioned 

by Dragneva and Wolczuk (2015) and the usage of circular economy to create attention 

(Karakaya, Nuur and Assbring 2018), there still exists uncertainty about the concept itself. 

Technologies and innovation in today's society often incorporate either circular economy or 

sustainability but they are still not implemented on large scale solutions. In China, several 

sources report of its success because usage of radical innovation compared to the more western 

approach of incremental (Yuan, Bi and Moriguichi 2006, Geng and Doberstein 2008). The 
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societal framework has not supported a circular approach to solve the issues in the Baltic Sea 

even though the issues have been known for a long time. Just in recent years have the 

legalisation been altered to approach circular economy to support sustainability. This has 

resulted in a more radical innovation that can remove bottom sediment and thus, save the Baltic 

Sea. 

With extracting the full values from the extracted sediment, the full benefits of circular 

economy fall in place. If the focus is just on phosphorus, the business model will most likely 

not work. To make use of all the things that are being extracted from the sea bottom, but also 

the compensation that certain actors can be interested in paying. If the focus is only on the 

material that you have a clear plan for the main point of circular economy is missed. Instead, 

using everything and trying to find the value in each of the different parts may create a 

successful business (Geissdoerfer et al. 2017). 

To verify the business model presented in Figure 16, the questions suggested by Teece (2010) 

were used. Customers will only pay a market price for the products delivered from the bottom 

sediment even though the proposed value is higher since they are circulated and 

environmentally friendly. The target segment for all parts of the business model has been 

identified as quite large in the stakeholder analysis, but the middle hands between the sediment 

and final products will be few. Instead, those middle hands are larger. The service of climate 

compensation in the Baltic Sea does not have any competitive offering and the proposed biogas 

business has no competitive offering from a private actor that has the size needed. Fertilizer 

and concrete filler acts on a very mature market there a low price has been suggested to stay 

competitive. The additional competitive factors are circulated phosphorus and a filler that 

makes the concrete stronger. The industry is in its cradle, but except the climate compensation 

service, the end customer acts on a very mature market. This is a drawback since the customers 

only pay the market prices that existing competitors with established linear business models 

have set. Since the market is in its cradle no dominant design for systems, offering, or products 

has been set. However, the customers act on a market that has created a dominant design which 

this business must take into account for. To start the business proposed in the business model 

there will be a lot of fixed cost, even though there will be cost for costs for retrieving the 

sediment etc. the cost will probably not be volume sensitive. However, this is a speculation and 

can be altered when the business model is implemented. 
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6.2 The Triple Layered Business Model Canvas 

There exist several benefits and drawbacks with using the business model canvas (BMC) 

(Joyce and Paquin 2016). Our job focused on something that would be easy to implement and 

work as a guiding tool for Techmarket to get an overview of the different areas. BMC is a tool 

and not a complete structure on how to create a business model. It can be helpful with 

visualising the problems and the strengths of a business model, but it is not always successful. 

Sometimes, too much focus is put on creating the model and not enough in the actual execution 

of the strategy. 

As we used the Triple Layered Business Model Canvas (TLBMC), we found both pros and 

cons with executing the model for usage in our thesis. It was great in creating an easy to 

understand template that covers the more difficult areas regarding value in an enterprise. It 

showed strengths in both addressing ecological value but also the values that are created by 

sustainable interactions between companies and found a way to show the value that can be 

achieved by these. The different layers also mark how synergies can be carried both true the 

layers between businesses but also help each other in their respective segments. 

Environmentalism can work as an extra value for marketing and help to get better supplier 

relationships. 

The drawbacks are that it might provide a skewed picture of what a business needs to flourish. 

The overview that is provided does not go deeply into specific areas. For further usage specifics 

about each area should be investigated separately to get a better understanding of them. A 

holistic view is often great for getting an understanding of a problem but bad at showing 

specific steps to take in the implementation of a solution. 

The limitations of the model are that it does not itself work to investigate how well the 

innovation or solution will work in the market. It only helps with visualising them and making 

the information coherent (Joyce and Paquin 2016). 
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6.3 Aspects from Circular Economy 

In this thesis, the focus was on two things from the definition of circular economy presented 

by Korhonen et al. (2018). Material cycles were used as a way to reach circularity and a 

renewable energy source can be created. The other aspects of what circular economy 

encompasses in their definition were not considered. Thus, it is hard to establish if the proposed 

business model is truly a business model based on circular economy or just a sustainable 

business model. However, just as Geissdoerfer et al. (2018) argue, it can be hard to differ 

circular economy and sustainability. The circulation of phosphorus and the possibility to reduce 

the virgin sources of material as an argument for that the proposed business model is indeed 

based on circular economy as well as it is sustainable and creates value for a multitude of 

stakeholders (Bocken et al. 2013, Korhonen et al. 2018). 

In a whole supply chain or the broader market, it is possible to find untapped potential outside 

of the normal scope of companies (Bocken et al. 2016). Circular economy focuses on how a 

product can contain a value in different parts of the life cycle. Phosphorus has the same value 

through its life cycle, but it only creates value for humans when it is on farmlands or in woods 

and used in plants which we either eat or use as a building material or energy source. The 

organic material from the bottom sediment can create value in biogas production and after that, 

a suggestion is to use it as a fertilizer since the phosphorus has not been separated from it in 

the biogas production. This has been done with other organic materials used for biogas 

production. Techmarket has documented the effect that sediment is as effective as a regular 

fertilizer for growing crops since the minerals in the sediment do not contribute to the effect 

the organic material must do it. Thereby, after the biogas production is done the organic could 

be used as a fertilizer. However, if the phosphorus in the organic material is not accessible for 

the plants the organic material should be burned and used in the easy mining process to retrieve 

the phosphorus in it. The minerals particles in the bottom sediment can create value in the 

concrete which has a long lifetime and can be recycled. However, the industry does not have 

full-scale recycling of concrete in practice yet, but they are exploring the area. With this circular 

mindset, sustainable production and consumption can be achieved as Korhonen et al. (2018) 

means that a circular economy can be used for. This can also reduce the virgin inputs of material 

which is also one of the main contributions of the circular economy according to Korhonen et 

al. (2018). 
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By using the bottom sediment as a resource, phosphorus can be turned from a polluting waste 

into a resource, which is a sustainable way to do business (Bocken et al. 2013) and one aim of 

the circular economy according to Witjes and Lozano (2016). In addition to this, the 

phosphorus will be in a newer ending supply since it can always be retrieved again once it 

reaches the Baltic Sea via farmlands or sewage treatment plants. The side effect of such a 

business model will be a cleaner Baltic Sea since the main source of eutrophication will be 

removed. However, to achieve a circular business model; collaborations between different 

actors will be necessary (Witjes and Lozano 2016). The question of who should own what, and 

how will the bottom sediment and its contents are distributed between actors? The business 

model can be further developed to answer those questions. 

Another issue for the business model to solve is an economic scale. In the literature review, it 

was detected that many smaller companies could not reach profitability with circular economy 

and competing with market prices of linear models (Rizos et al. 2016). This is also an issue for 

this business model, it has already been said that the circulated phosphorus from the Baltic Sea 

will be too expensive compared to the existing offering. But the business model will not only 

encompass the phosphorus. Revenue streams from using the organic material in biogas 

production, from the mineral particles used in the concrete industry, and the revenue stream 

from the companies that wish to climate compensate will be cover up for the difference in the 

cost of retrieving and refining the phosphorus and the market price that can be sold for. It is 

here the collaboration described by Witjes and Lozano (2016) comes into the picture. 

There are also issues that cannot be solved within any business model. The biggest one, in this 

case, is a tension between circular economy and the mindset of the sewage treatment plant we 

interviewed. There is a political push that circular economy should be a part of any business 

model and a no waste principle should be held, this is defined in Agenda 2030 (A/RES/70/1 

2015). However, the representant from the sewage treatment plant referred to a Swedish law 

controlling the service fee from the treatment plants. A sewage treatment plant cannot have a 

higher fee than motivated to reach the legislated emission limits. Therefore, the representant 

said that they could not motivate to pay for the retrieval of the phosphorus they emit to the 

Baltic Sea. Although, the representant also explained that if the limit of phosphorus were 

decreased any further it would be almost impossible to meet the requirement and the investment 

needed would probably not meet the value created. So, if the phosphorus limits for sewage 

treatment plants become more restrictive the idea of climate compensate for the emitted 
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phosphorus would be a good alternative. Another solution would be to change the legislation 

to one that motivates the sewage treatment plants to minimize the phosphorus emissions. 

6.4 Sustainability 

Some environmental aspects were included in section 5.3 where the environmental layer of the 

TLBMC was used to analyse the business models. To complement that, a discussion about the 

eight archetypes of a sustainable business model that (Bocken et al. 2014) has suggested will 

follow below. 

According to Bocken et al. (2014), a sustainable business model should maximize material and 

energy efficiency, create value from waste, use renewable and natural process, deliver 

functionality, adopt a stewardship role, encourage sufficiency, purpose the business for 

society/environment, and have a scale-up solution. How the business model fulfils the first four 

criteria needs no further explanation. A stewardship role will be needed to adopt for the 

business model to work. Collaboration between different actors is needed and this collaboration 

needs one part that drives the development, which Techmarket can take to realize the business 

model. The business model does not tackle the criteria to encourage sufficiency directly in any 

way. But in this area, there will not be too much of any product provided until society has 

adopted a full-scale circular economy with no virgin material sources and 100 % green energy. 

As long as phosphorus is imported from mines or filler for concrete is taken from a natural 

source the products from this business model is not in any way excessive. This business model 

has a very big purpose for both society and the environment. By making the water quality in 

the Baltic Sea better more people can enjoy the sea and other industries, such as tourism and 

fishing, can benefit. For the environment, this business model can both potentially reduce the 

use of fossil energy sources and decrease the input of virgin material to the market. Regarding 

the scaling possibilities, the retrieval process is very scalable. The process around it will need 

to start on a quite big scale to be economically viable. However, there are no limits to scaling 

up the process further.  

Another aspect of a sustainable business model is the included stakeholders. According to 

Bocken et al. (2013), a sustainable business model should include six different types of 

stakeholders, customers, investors and shareholders, employees, suppliers and partners, the 

environment, and society. While potential customers and partners are included in the 

stakeholder analysis conduct for this thesis the other four were excluded. While investors could 
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have been included the other three were not relevant since the business model is in a conceptual 

stake those three categories are not direct stakeholders. However, in the analysis of the business 

models based in the TLBMC, all stakeholders except investors and suppliers are included. All 

potential investors in the project were excluded from the stakeholder analysis since the focus 

was to find stakeholders that could receive other gains than just economical.  

6.5 Limitations and Challenges 

The problems with regulations and legalization are still an urgent factor. With the different 

actors that we interview we found that the different approaches to the circular economy and 

environmentalism were pretty distinct. So, with more clear directives from both the Swedish 

government and more direct legalization from the EU instead of having more regional 

guidelines. This will help the whole field of circular economy. For at the moment one of the 

most pressing issues is how will somebody pay more money for a reused product. To either 

make taxes that make these products cheaper to produce or force businesses to have at least 

some part of their businesses to be totally made of recycled or remanufactured material. There 

need to exist a larger pressure from the regulators to make the push towards a circular and 

sustainable society. 

Another pressing issue is that one of the main contributors of phosphorus in the Baltic Sea, 

sewage treatment plants, refers to legislation as a way to not try to decrease the amount of 

phosphorus emitted to the sea. From our perspective, it was clear that it would be a lot easier 

to restrict the amount of phosphorus from leakage in industrial processes than to limit them in 

the biological system. For this, it would be easier to try to influence the rules in Sweden to 

follow the previously mentioned Agenda 2030 regulations for the European Union with more 

circularity and try to push all businesses towards circularity. If it existed laws for circular and 

sustainable usage of phosphorus, both farmers and sewage plants would be forced to adapt to 

these rules. At the moment the rules at the sewage plants are minimalistic and not efficiency 

depended. They only follow strict laws on the fear of being sued by something that they cannot 

motivate in a paragraph. This area points to what we found in the literature. The problem might 

be able to be solved with technology and there exist more environmentally friendly ways of 

producing the raw material, but the regulations and laws steer the actor's hands in different 

directions. Local politicians are being voted into the municipality with a vision based on low 

costs for the community to pay the water treatment fee. Then they minimize the amount of 
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money available to these treatment plants. Later down the line, the government has to bail them 

out because they claim they have been underfunded. All because politicians are so based on 

low cost to get votes instead of long-term sustainability. 

Since the linear material ways are already established there is basic logic to not mess with a 

working system as long as there are no clear advantages for the change. At the moment we 

found that the different areas of business that we interviewed saw more problems that the 

benefits of changing towards a more circular business. But with collaboration between actors, 

the cost for all actors will lower which will create traction for the market. This traction will 

then create the circular lifecycle of several different materials that are currently just gathered 

on the sea bottom. 

A limitation of the business models presented is the difference in value created and the value 

captured. From the interviews, it became very obvious that the price has to be competitive with 

the linear business model regardless of the fact that the value created from the suggested 

business models is much higher since it offers sustainable and circulated material. This 

misunderstanding is identified by Shafer et al. (2005) as one of the main limitations in business 

models. 

With how the networks are created for the company, the problems will arise with how to act 

with competitors and also create strong relationships with suppliers to generate value creation 

in more than the financial sense. Networking will be essential for the business since it emerges 

in a new market with established actors. How they can provide the extra value for customers 

and suppliers to help the product to become more competitive outside of their price and by 

combined efforts(Ritter et al. 2004, Bengtsson and Kock 2000). 

Another limitation is regarding ownership of the process. Ownership of all the processes in the 

business model is not recommended since there already are actors that could use their 

accumulated expertise to achieve a good result and the investments required are too large. Also, 

the cost of owning all processes would be unfeasible. A collaboration between actors, as 

suggest by Witjes and Lozano (2016), is a good way to start the business model and focus on 

the circularity without be depended too much on the economic scale requirement which has 

been an issue for smaller companies that implants a circular economy mindset in their business 

model (Rizos et al. 2016). 
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Chapter Summary 

In this chapter, the proposed business model and the theories and models used to develop the 

business model are discussed. The main challenges for the business model are lifted and are 

proposed to be similar to the challenges for circular economy. Also, the business model’s 

connection towards circular economy is questioned and compared with regular sustainability. 

Limitations, such as ownership, for the business model, are also discussed. 
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7 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the findings and discussions are summarised, and the main takeaways are 

presented. Furthermore, the research questions are addressed and discussed. Lastly, the 

limitations of the study are discussed, and further research is suggested. 

Environmental problems almost never solve themselves. The pressure that the human lifestyle 

is putting on our resources will have consequences if we do not have a sustainable plan for it. 

For us, the focus has been on this project in our backyard and for Sweden, a very sensitive area. 

The counteractive results we found have only been upstream and the pressure has been on the 

agriculture industry. We wanted to change this approach and instead view it as a resource where 

we could extract materials that caused a problem for a way to make money, while also helping 

the environment. To create value in more than one way while also investigating a field that we 

found have lots of literature but few practical examples to show for. So, to create both help for 

the company with a solution but also help with the field to create content. 

7.1 Main Takeaways 

We created a business model that will help the company approach both the market and change 

the customers perspective on sustainable products. The business models focus on how value 

can be created from waste and how the value could be created again and again due to the 

circularities. To tackle the challenge of scale in circular economy (Rizos et al. 2016) revenue 

streams from all possible resources in the bottom sediment are used and collaboration between 

actors is suggested (Witjes and Lozano 2016). Our research found that there exist several key 

points for the stakeholders and creating a business case. 

• Price (Cost of product, transportation, investment) 
• Security (Supply, technology, business contacts, breaking established solutions) 
• Politics (Laws, regulations, bureaucracy, networks) 

From this, we concluded that these problems have to be solved for a potential business. These 

points are the hindrance from it being implemented today. First, to secure a competitive price 

with the help of multiple revenue streams. Second, to supply enough materials for the actors to 

incorporate it into their value chain in a reliable way. Finally, to change the current laws and 

clarify existing conflicts between the actors and policies for a straighter direction. 
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7.2 Addressing the Research Questions 

We created a business model based in literature and with material that we gathered in the 

interviews we conducted. Based on the core concept of being sustainable both within the 

company itself but also with the help of developing a circular economy mindset and solution 

for the market. We manage to find several stakeholders with involvement in the Baltic Sea 

area. Both consumers and producers of goods and services. Some of them did not answer our 

inquiries so there are still some parts that might not be covered in our research. We also found 

out what was possible to produce with the current technology and also found out how much 

the market was ready to pay for all the different subcomponents. This finally developed into a 

completed business model that encompasses not only the value in the raw materials created but 

the value from the whole sustainable production system. 

The business model finds the value from both having different products with a goal of together 

helping create a circular product that can compete with linear production systems from a cost 

perspective. The benefits are in line with what we understood was a priority for the company. 

They care about more than just creating a business and earn money. Even if the product has a 

successful launch with our model the goal for them might not be realized until it has an impact 

on the community and society. Aligning both the concept of creating value to academia for 

investigating how circular economy can work but also in the interest of creating something of 

value to Techmarket was demanding. But in the same ways as implementing circular economy, 

there is no quick fix or simple solution. The change from independent workers to mass 

production took decades and had hiccups all the way. The implementation of circular economy 

will require dedication to the whole concept and not just as a way of generating buzz and 

catching attention. 

We also divulged into the different value chains that were possible to create from the sediment. 

With a focus on working with the current actors in developing products that could both be 

environmentally friendly as well as competitive to current products. The usage that could be 

created from the sediment was then classified into the different areas we found would have the 

best success. This to create a foundation for the product to stand on before exploring additional 

options in how to make the product fully circular with no material going unused or seen as 

unnecessary. 
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The research was general in the sense that all the gathered information is for either literature or 

our own interviews and meeting the actors in the market. The replication of this study would 

be difficult, and the results would be different. The academical perspective is that it further 

helps develop both the field of circular economy and business models by investigating them 

and using them for a potential business. The critique against both circular economy and 

business models is raised to show that these solutions will not always work but we found a 

potential niche for them. 

• How can a sustainable business model for improving the water quality in the Baltic Sea 
be designed? 

With the aspects mentioned in the report, the business model will both include how the 

monetary value of the product is created but also go into how further value is addressed by 

actors in the current market. Different kinds of value that are mentioned are better properties, 

environmentally friendly, renewable and locally produced. Some of the drawbacks in the 

business model is the uncertainty of being able to meet current demands, the price and the 

legalisations that have to take effect for changing the market. 

• Who are the main stakeholders in the Baltic Sea and what are the resources they are 
interested in? 

• What can the sediment and the resources in it be used for? 

From both choosing to restrict the work to the cause of the Swedish markets of time issues but 

also by limited knowledge in the field and the help from Techmarket, it was possible to map 

the stakeholders. It should be pointed out that the ones interviewed are not a perfect list since 

it has limitations and a personal focus. From this, it was possible to show for the four different 

value areas organic material, filler, plant nutrition, and climate compensation. There still exists 

a gap in knowledge about the full contents of the sediment. With further research new areas of 

usage might develop to meet other actor's needs. 

• What kind of value may the business model encompass? 

As previously mentioned, the model carries both the strength of the financial value that can be 

created and solved by the different products. There exists a need to supply existing value chains 

but also create refineries and other facilities to meet large scale implementation. The usage of 

both the environmental layer but also the social layers shows values that are strictly not 

monetized. Values for the community and the world as a whole point that has to be addressed. 
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Changes from linear value chains towards more circular solutions need both technical 

innovations but also solutions like this where the resource is not just viewed as more than just 

the obvious value. To create a vision of zero tolerance for waste.  

7.3 Limitations and Future Research 

The business model suggested here is on a conceptual state and a lot of details necessary to do 

business accordingly is not included, such prices and profits. This is to not generate false hopes 

on the values of the resources, instead, the focus has been on creating a possible model. The 

next step to develop the business further is to research and create a business case for the 

business model. Here, cost, prices, and profits should be focused on. Most cases are not so 

similar that the same business model could be used for further generalizability to other water 

masses. The mindset could be researched further. The Baltic Sea is not the only water with 

eutrophication issues. To map the possibilities of a similar solution in other marine 

environments could make the thesis more viable future research could also cover more 

stakeholders and a wider array of technological solutions. In our initial assessment, we also 

found that it could be possible to investigate the interest of both companies sponsoring and 

crowdfunding for regular citizens. This area was left out of our research since we found it 

would be too large of scope but could be potential for another study. This would be in line with 

the criteria that a sustainable business model should encompass the six types of stakeholders 

identified by Bocken et al. (2013). For companies, such as banks, could receive goodwill for 

those kinds of investment since it helps to create a more sustainable society. 

There is also future research required for the process needed to do the business suggested by 

the business model. As mentioned in the interview biogas production is more efficient if 

different organic materials are mixed. Which materials need to be researched. Regarding 

potential customers for coal atoms in the chemistry industry, their use of coal atoms from a 

sustainable source can be researched. If a potential is found the suggested business model could 

be further developed to encompass such customers as well. Future research could also focus 

on more market actors is in different countries. Either using the models with data from another 

country to test its adaptation or focusing on all of the countries surrounding the Baltics Sea to 

build a stronger basis for a general case.  

The limitations of the thesis are that we investigate one product and only one main opportunity, 

which was the phosphorus. The other tracks in the business model were developed to suit the 
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circularity of phosphorus and help with creating more value. The focus on a circular business 

model created a bias towards linear models and thus it is not certain that the business model is 

the best one. However, this was not the scope of the thesis. 

Chapter Summary 

In this chapter three main key points are addressed as future aspects that need to be handled 

for the proposed business model to be established on the market. Those three are; price, 

security, and politics. The answers to the research questions are also discussed. Lastly, future 

research is proposed. The most important areas are suggested to be generalizability of the 

business model, both to countries around the Baltic Sea as well as to other water masses that 

are eutrophicated, and the creation of a business case to research if the proposed business 

model is profitable.  
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Appendix 

Since all interviews was held in Swedish the questions are also in Swedish, to keep the original 
formulation of the questions and how those could have affected the answer they are presented 
in Swedish. An English translation is also provided. 

8.1  Interview questions IN1 

8.1.1 Swedish verision 

1. Vi beskriv vårt case! 
a. Varför vi gör det här - FN, EU, Sverige policy 
b. Vad tjänsten/produkten är som vår uppdragsgivare har. 
c. Vad vårt mål är, stakeholder analysis och business models. 
d. Cirkulär ekonomi inom caset. 

2. Presentation av den som intervjuas 
3. Ni tar hand om 97–98 % av fosforn – Finns det något intresse att eftersträva av att ta 

hand om 100 % av den? Dvs. vara utsläppsneutrala.  
a. Om ja – Vilka typer av lösningar finns det? 
b. I vilken storleksordning får det kosta att ta hand om de sista procentarna av 

fosforn? 
4. Fosfor är en begränsad resurs, vilka strategier har ni för att se till att den fosfor ni tar 

emot ingår i ett kretslopp? 
5. Hur ställer ni er till Östersjöns vattenkvalitet? 

a. Hur påverkar ni den? 
b. Vad är erat ansvar för Östersjöns vattenkvalitet? 

6. Vad finns det för värde för er av att Östersjön inte är övergödd? 
7. Hur hanterar ni restprodukter?  

a. Vad gör ni med erat avfall? 
b. Har ni lösningar som inte blivit implementerade gällande avfall? 

8. Finns det andra ämnen bland erat utsläpp som ni vill minska?  
a. Vilka är de viktigaste? 

9. Vad har ni för miljöpolicy? 
a. Vem driver erat arbete? 
b. Förändras detta baserat på politiska ledare? 

10. Vem är eran uppdragsgivare? 
a. Har ni några egentliga konkurrenter? 
b. Hur påverkar den er i erat arbete? 
c. Hur påverkar ni den i hållbarhetsfrågor? 
d. Vad har ni för kontakt med slutkund och kan ni erbjuda dem något? 

11.  Hur påverkas ni av policy makers? 
a. Svenska lagar 
b. EU 
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12. Finns det intressekonflikter som förhindrar förbättringar eller utvecklingsmöjligheter 
för er? 

8.1.2 English verison 

1. We are describing our case! 
a. Why are we doing this- FN, EU and swedish policy 
b. What is the service/product that our case company is providing 
c. What our goal is, a stakeholder analysis and a business model. 
d. The circular economy within the case 

2 Presentation by the interviewee and their company. 
3. You are taking care of about 97-98 % of the phosphorus 

a. If yes - what kinds of solutions are there? 
b. What are the ramifications about handling the last percentages of the 
phosphorus? 

4. Phosphorus is a limited resours, what are your strategies for making sure that your 
phosphorus is part of a circular cycle? 
5. What are your interest in the water quality of the Baltic Sea 

a. How are you affecting it? 
b. What is your responsibility regarding the water quality in the Baltic Sea? 

6. Do you have any value with the Baltic Sea not being over fertilized? 
7. How are you handling your waste? 

a. What are the processes for waste? 
b. Do you have solutions that have yet to be implemented regarding waste? 

8. Are there any other substances that you want to reduce in output? 
a. Which are the most important? 

9. What is your environmental policy? 
a. Who is in charge of your work? 
b. Is this changed based on the political ruling party? 

10. Who is your employer? 
a. Do you have any competitors? 
b. How does your employer affect you in your work? 
c. How do you affect your employer in sustainability questions? 
d. Do you have any contact with the end of the line customer and can you offer 
them anything? 

11.  How are you affected by laws and regulations?  
a. Swedish laws 
b. EU  

12. Are there any conflicts of interest that prevent improvements or research and 
development? 
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8.2  Interview questions IN2 

8.2.1 Swedish verison 

1. Introducera oss och projektet 
a. Rädda Östersjön-ekonomiskt hållbart 
b. Ta upp sediment för att ta bort näringsämnen – Biprodukt med mineraler 
c. Cirkulär ekonomi och varför vi jobbar för en marknadslösning 
d. Berätta om olika stakeholders 

2. Introducera xxx 
3. Vilka ämnen använder ni er av i eran produktion? 

a. Vilka är i dagsläget delar av ett cirkulärt kretslopp? 
b. Vilka ämnen behöver ni förbättra? 
c. Finns det naturliga begränsningar av vissa resurser? 

4. Hur ligger ni till i jämförelse med era konkurrenter? 
a. På utvecklingsfrågan? 
b. På krav ni ställer på leverantörer och kunder? 
c. Marknadsledande position? 

5. Vad har ni för miljöpolicy? 
a. Arbetar ni aktivt för Östersjön? 
b. Finns det projekt i dagsläget? 
c. Förändringar över tid? Politiska eller interna? 

6.  Lagliga aspekter 
a. Hur jobbar ni med lagstiftare? 
b. Hur påverkas ni av de olika instanserna EU, Sverige, FN och naturföreningar? 

7. Kunder 
a. Vilka är era huvudkunder? 
b. Hur jobbar de med hållbarhet? 
c. Ställer de krav på er eller viceversa? 

8. Leverantörer 
a. Köper ni material från lokala eller globala aktörer? 
b. Hur mycket kan ni framskaffa internt? 
c. Skiljer det sig i kraven mellan dessa? 

9. Avfall 
a. Har ni något avfall som inte kan användas i dagsläget? 
b. Hur sköter ni återvinningen av material? 
c.  

10. Finns det någon anledning ni ser till att inte använda material från Östersjön? 
a. Leveranskrav? 
b. Osäkerhet för ny teknik? 

8.2.2 English verison 

1. Introduce us and the project 
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a) Saving the Baltic Sea- Economically sustainable 
b) Extracting the sediment to remove nutrients – Minerals as a side effect 
c) Circular economy and why we are working towards a market solution 
d) Explain the different stakeholder 

2. Introduce the company and themselves 
3. Which resources are they using in their production? 

a. Which are currently a part of a circular cycle? 
b. Which materials do you need to improve at? 
c. Are there any natural limits on some materials? 

4. How is your position compared to competitors? 
a. Regarding development? 
b. In enforcing demands on suppliers and customers? 
c. Market dominating position? 

5. What do you have for environmental policy? 
a. Are you working with the Baltic Sea? 
b. Are there any current projects? 
c. Do you see any changes over time? Political or internal? 

6.  Legal aspects  
a. How are you working with policy makers? 
b. How are you affected by the different authorities EU, Sweden, FN and 
environmental foundations?  

7. Customers 
a. Which are you main customers? 
b. How are they working with sustainability? 
c. Are they enforcing demands on you or vice versa? 

8. Suppliers 
a. Are you buying materials for global or domestic actors? 
b. How much can you supply from internal sources? 
c. Are the regulations different between those materials? 

9. Waste 
a. Do you have any waste that is currently not being reused? 
b. How are you recycling materials? 
 

10. Do you see any reason not to use materials from the Baltic Sea? 
a. Delivery requirements? 
b. Uncertainty about new technology?  
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8.3  Interview questions IN3 

8.3.1 Swedish verison 

1. Introducera oss och projektet 
a. Rädda Östersjön-ekonomiskt hållbart 
b. Ta upp sediment för att ta bort näringsämnen från Östersjön – Vad ska vi göra 

med näringen? 
c. Cirkulär ekonomi och varför vi jobbar för en marknadslösning 
d. Berätta om olika intressenter 

2. Introducera xxx 
3. Hur jobbar LRF med övergödning? 

a. Interna begräsningar 
b. Externa samarbeten 

4. Fosfor är en begränsad resurs – hur jobbar LRF med att få in fosfor i ett kretslopp? 
a. Kan det finnas intresse av andra material? 
b. Hur ser ni på andra utsläppskällor? 

5. Vad finns det för värde för er att Östersjön inte är övergödd? 
6. Hur kan sediment från Östersjöns botten gagna lantbrukare? 
7. Vad skulle vara mest intressant – tillverka konstgödsel av det fosfor som finns i 

sedimentet eller använda sedimentet direkt som gödsel? 
8. Finns det några nackdelar med att använda bottensediment som gödsel? 
9. Finns det några lagliga aspekter att ta hänsyn till om sediment eller fosfor utvunnen 

från sediment ska användas som gödsel? 
10. Hur påverkar ni policymakers? 
11. Finns det internationella/regionala samarbeten? 

a. Bönder i Norden vs EU 

8.3.2 English verison 

1. Introduce us and the project 
1. Saving the Baltic Sea- Economically sustainable 
2. Extracting the sediment to remove nutrients – Minerals as a side effect 
3. Circular economy and why we are working towards a market solution 
4. Explain the different stakeholder 

2. Introduce LRF 
3. How is LRF working with over fertilization? 

a. Internal limitations 
b. External cooperations 

4. Phosphorus is a limited resource – how is LRF working with providing a circular 
cycle for it? 

a. Are there any interests in other materials? 
b. What is your perspective on other polluters? 

5. Do you see any value in a non-polluted Baltic Sea? 
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6. How can the sediment be used for farmers? 
7. What do you prioritize – Creating fertilizers with the phosphorus from the Baltic Sea 
or using the sediment directly on the farmland? 
8. Are there any drawbacks with using the sediment? 
9. Are there any legal aspects that would hinder phosphorus or sediment for the Baltic 
Sea to be used on farmland? 
10. How can you affect policy makers? 
11. Are there any international or regional collaboration? 

a. Farmers in the Nordic vs EU  
 

8.4  Interview questions IN4 

8.4.1 Swedish verison 

1. Vi beskriv vårt case! 
a. Varför vi gör det här - FN, EU, Sverige policy 
b. Vad tjänsten/produkten är som vår uppdragsgivare har. 
c. Vad vårt mål är, stakeholder analysis och business models. 
d. Cirkulär ekonomi inom caset. 

2. Presentation av den som intervjuas 
3. Ni tar hand om 97–98 % av fosforn – Finns det något intresse att eftersträva av att ta 

hand om 100 % av den? Dvs. vara utsläppsneutrala.  
a. Om ja – Vilka typer av lösningar finns det? 
b. I vilken storleksordning får det kosta att ta hand om de sista procentarna av 

fosforn? 
4. Fosfor är en begränsad resurs, vilka strategier har ni för att se till att den fosfor ni tar 

emot ingår i ett kretslopp? 
5. Hur ställer ni er till Östersjöns vattenkvalitet? 

a. Hur påverkar ni den? 
b. Vad är erat ansvar för Östersjöns vattenkvalitet? 

6. Vad finns det för värde för er av att Östersjön inte är övergödd? 
7. Hur hanterar ni restprodukter?  

a. Vad gör ni med erat avfall? 
b. Har ni lösningar som inte blivit implementerade gällande avfall? 

8. Finns det andra ämnen bland erat utsläpp som ni vill minska?  
a. Vilka är de viktigaste? 

9. Vad har ni för miljöpolicy? 
a. Vem driver erat arbete? 
b. Förändras detta baserat på politiska ledare? 

10. Vem är eran uppdragsgivare? 
a. Har ni några egentliga konkurrenter? 
b. Hur påverkar den er i erat arbete? 
c. Hur påverkar ni den i hållbarhetsfrågor? 
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d. Vad har ni för kontakt med slutkund och kan ni erbjuda dem något? 
11.  Hur påverkas ni av policy makers? 

a. Svenska lagar 
b. EU 

12. Finns det intressekonflikter som förhindrar förbättringar eller utvecklingsmöjligheter 
för er? 
 

8.4.2 English verison 

1. We are describing our case! 
b. Why are we doing this- FN, EU and swedish policy 
c. What is the service/product that our case company is providing 
d. What our goal is, a stakeholder analysis and a business model. 
e. The circular economy within the case 

2 Presentation by the interviewee and their company. 
3. You are taking care of about 97-98 % of the phosphorus 

b. If yes - what kinds of solutions are there? 
c. What are the ramifications about handling the last percentages of the 
phosphorus? 

4. Phosphorus is a limited resours, what are your strategies for making sure that your 
phosphorus is part of a circular cycle? 

5. What are your interest in the water quality of the Baltic Sea 
b. How are you affecting it? 
c. What is your responsibility regarding the water quality in the Baltic Sea? 

6. Do you have any value with the Baltic Sea not being over fertilized? 
7. How are you handling your waste? 

b. What are the processes for waste? 
c. Do you have solutions that have yet to be implemented regarding waste? 

8. Are there any other substances that you want to reduce in output? 
b. Which are the most important? 

9. What is your environmental policy? 
b. Who is in charge of your work? 
c. Is this changed based on the political ruling party? 

10. Who is your employer? 
b. Do you have any competitors? 
c. How does your employer affect you in your work? 
d. How do you affect your employer in sustainability questions? 
e. Do you have any contact with the end of the line customer and can you offer 
them anything? 

11.  How are you affected by laws and regulations?  
b. Swedish laws 
c. EU  
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12. Are there any conflicts of interest that prevent improvements or research and 
development? 
 

8.5  Interview questions IN5 

8.5.1 Swedish verison 

1. Presentera oss 
2. Vad gör företaget 
3. Fosforhalt i askan 
4. Hur mycket aska behövs 
5. Andra sätt att utvinna fosfor 
6. Skulle ni vara intresserade att stötta räddningen av östersjön 

8.5.2 English verison 

1. Present ourselves 
2. What are the company doing and the interviewee´s position? 
3. The phosphorus content in the ashes? 
4. How much ashes are needed and the delivery requirements? 
5. Other ways of extracting phosphorus 
6. Would you be interested in supporting a sustainable solution for the Baltic Sea? 
 

8.6  Interview questions IN6 

8.6.1 Swedish verison 

1. Introducera oss och projektet 
a. Rädda Östersjön-ekonomiskt hållbart 
b. Ta upp sediment för att ta bort näringsämnen – Biprodukt med mineraler 
c.  Cirkulär ekonomi och varför vi jobbar för en marknadslösning 
d. Berätta om olika stakeholders 

2. Introducera xxx 
3. Vilka ämnen används i Betong idag? 

a. Vilka är i dagsläget delar av ett cirkulärt kretslopp? 
b. Finns det naturliga begränsningar av vissa resurser? 

4. Hur ligger utvecklingen av användandet av nya material till? 
5. Miljöaspekter i betongindustrin? 

a. Hur påverkar betongindustrin miljön? 
b. Finns det projekt i dagsläget för att minska miljöpåverkan? 
c. Förändringar över tid? Politiska eller interna? 

6.  Lagliga aspekter 
a. Hur jobbar ni med lagstiftare? 
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b. Hur påverkas ni av de olika instanserna EU, Sverige, FN och naturföreningar? 
7. Avfall 

a. Hur hanterar eventuella avfall? 
b. Hur sköts återvinningen av material? 

8. Finns det någon anledning till att inte använda material från Östersjön? 
a. Leveranskrav? 
b. Osäkerhet för ny teknik? 

8.6.2 English verison 

1. We are describing our case! 
1. Saving the Baltic Sea- Economically sustainable 
2. Extracting the sediment to remove nutrients – Minerals as a side effect 
3. Circular economy and why we are working towards a market solution 
4. Explain the different stakeholder 

2. Introducera xxx  
3. Which substances are used in concrete manufacturing today? 

a. And are they part of a circular cycle? 
b. Are there any natural limitations of some resources? 

4. How is the development of new materials? 
5. Environmental aspects in the concrete industry? 

a. How is concrete production affecting the environment? 
b. Are there any projects to minimize the effect on the environment? 
c. Any changes over time? Political or internal? 

6.  Legal Aspects  
a. How are you working with policy makers? 
b. How are you affected by the different authorities EU, Sweden , FN and 
environmental foundations? 

7. Waste 
a. How are you handling waste? 
b. How are you recycling materials? 

8. Is there any reason not to use materials from the Baltic Sea? 
a) Delivery requirements? 
b) Uncertainties about new technology? 

 

8.7  Interview questions IN7 

8.7.1 Swedish verison 

1. Vi beskriv vårt case! 
a. Varför vi gör det här - FN, EU, Sverige policy 
b. Vad tjänsten/produkten är som vår uppdragsgivare har. 
c. Vad vårt mål är, stakeholder analysis och business models. 
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d. Cirkulär ekonomi inom caset. 
2. Presentation av den som intervjuas 

a. Presentera xxx 
3. I vilket format tar ni emot fosfor? 
4. Fosfor är en begränsad resurs, hur jobbar ni med det? 
5. Finns det några problem med att fosforn kommer från Östersjön? 
6. Vad för krav har ni på fosfor? 
7. Har ni något intresse av att vara med och rädda Östersjön? 
8. Hur kan ni påverka regleringar och lagar? 

8.7.2 English verison 

1. We are describing our case! 
c. Why are we doing this- FN, EU and swedish policy 
d. What is the service/product that our case company is providing 
e. What our goal is, a stakeholder analysis and a business model. 
f. The circular economy within the case 

2 Presentation by the interviewee and their company. 
a. Present xxx  

3. In what state are you receiving phosphorus? 
4. Phosphorus is a limited resource, how are you working with this problem? 
5. Can you see any problems with phosphorus from the Baltic Sea? 
6. What are your specifications on the phosphorus you receive? 
7. Do you have any interest in helping the Baltic Sea? 
8. How can you effect rules and laws? 

 

8.8  Interview questions IN8 

8.8.1 Swedish verison 

1. Vi beskriv vårt case. 
2. Presentation av den som intervjuas 
3. På vilket sätt är biogas intressant för vattenfall? 

a. Kostnad 
b. Mängdkrav för produktionscykel 

4. Hur kan biomassa från Östersjönsbotten passa in i eran biogasverksamhet? 
5. Vad gör ni med restprodukterna från biogastillverkningen? 
6. Kan ni ta tillvara på blött material i dagsläget? 
7. Som stor aktör kan ni påverka marknaden? 

8.8.2 English verison 

1. We present our case. 
2. Presentation by the one being interviewed 
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3. In what ways are biogas interesting for Vattenfall? 
a. Cost 
b. Supply demands for a production cycle 

4. How can biomass from the Baltic Sea fit into your current energy production? 
5. What are you doing with the waste from the energy generation with biogas? 
6. Can you use wet material in the current production facilities? 
7. As a large actor in the market how can you affect it? 
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